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ABSTRACT
We present KEMTLS, an alternative to the TLS 1.3 handshake that

uses key-encapsulation mechanisms (KEMs) instead of signatures

for server authentication. Among existing post-quantum candidates,

signature schemes generally have larger public key/signature sizes

compared to the public key/ciphertext sizes of KEMs: by using an

IND-CCA-secure KEM for server authentication in post-quantum

TLS, we obtain multiple benefits. A size-optimized post-quantum

instantiation of KEMTLS requires less than half the bandwidth of a

size-optimized post-quantum instantiation of TLS 1.3. In a speed-

optimized instantiation,KEMTLS reduces the amount of server CPU

cycles by almost 90% compared to TLS 1.3, while at the same time

reducing communication size, reducing the time until the client can

start sending encrypted application data, and eliminating code for

signatures from the server’s trusted code base.

KEYWORDS
Post-quantum cryptography, key-encapsulationmechanisms, Trans-

port Layer Security, NIST PQC

1 INTRODUCTION
The Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is possibly one of the

most-used secure-channel protocols. It provides not only a secure

way to transfer web pages [92], but is also to secure communications

to mail servers [52, 84] or to set up VPN connections [86]. The most

recent iteration is TLS 1.3, standardized in August 2018 [93]. The

TLS 1.3 handshake uses ephemeral (elliptic-curve) Diffie–Hellman

(DH) key exchange to establish forward-secret session keys. Authen-

tication of both server and (optionally) client is provided by either

RSA or elliptic-curve signatures. Public keys for the signatures are

embedded in certificates and transmitted during the handshake. Fig-

ure 1 gives a high-level overview of the TLS 1.3 protocol, focusing

on the signed-Diffie–Hellman aspect of the handshake.

Preparing for post-quantum TLS. There have been many exper-

iments and much research in the past five years on moving the TLS

ecosystem to post-quantum cryptography. Most of the work has

focused on adding post-quantum key exchange to TLS, usually in

the context of so-called “hybrid” key exchange that uses both a

post-quantum algorithm and a traditional (usually elliptic curve)

algorithm, beginning with an experimental demonstration in 2015

of ring-LWE-based key exchange in TLS 1.2 [21].

Public experiments by industry started in 2016 with the CECPQ1

experiment by Google [76], combining X25519 ECDH [9] with

NewHope lattice-based key exchange [2] in the TLS 1.2 handshake.

A CECPQ2 followup experiment with TLS 1.3 was announced in late

2018 [75, 77] and is currently being run by Google using a combina-

tion of X25519 and the lattice-based scheme NTRU-HRSS [54, 55],

Client Server

static (sig): pk𝑆 , sk𝑆
TCP SYN

TCP SYN-ACK

𝑥 ←$ Z𝑞
𝑔𝑥

𝑦←$ Z𝑞

ss← 𝑔𝑥𝑦

𝐾,𝐾 ′, 𝐾 ′′, 𝐾 ′′′ ← KDF(ss)

𝑔𝑦,AEAD𝐾 (cert[pk𝑆 ]∥Sig(sk𝑆 , transcript)∥key confirmation)

ss← 𝑔𝑦𝑥

𝐾,𝐾 ′, 𝐾 ′′, 𝐾 ′′′ ← KDF(ss)

AEAD𝐾 ′ (application data)

AEAD𝐾 ′′ (key confirmation)

AEAD𝐾 ′′′ (application data)

Figure 1: High-level overview of TLS 1.3, using signatures
for server authentication.

and by Cloudflare using X25519/NTRU-HRSS and X25519 together

with the supersingular-isogeny scheme SIKE [61]. First results from

this experiment are presented in [74]. In late 2019, Amazon an-

nounced that the AWS Key Management Service (AWS KMS) now

supports two ECDH-post-quantum hybrid modes; one also using

SIKE, the other one using the code-based scheme BIKE [3]. Our

focus is on public-key authenticated TLS, rather than pre-shared

key (which uses symmetric algorithms for most operations, and

can readily have its ephemeral key exchange replaced with a post-

quantum KEM) or password-authenticated TLS (for which there

has been some exploration of post-quantum algorithms [47]).

Additionally, the Open Quantum Safe (OQS) initiative [105] pro-

vides prototype integrations of post-quantum and hybrid key ex-

change in TLS 1.2 and TLS 1.3 via modifications to the OpenSSL

library [85]. First results in terms of feasibility of migration and per-

formance using OQS were presented in [32]; more detailed bench-

marks are presented in [87]. Draft specifications for hybrid key

exchange in TLS 1.3 have already started to appear [65, 106, 108].

Most of the above efforts only target what is often called “tran-

sitional security”: they focus on quantum-resistant confidential-

ity using post-quantum key exchange, but not quantum-resistant

authentication. The OQS OpenSSL prototypes do support post-

quantum authentication in TLS 1.3, and there has been a small

amount of research on the efficiency of this approach [100]. While

post-quantum algorithms generally have larger public keys, ci-

phertexts, and signatures compared to pre-quantum elliptic curve

schemes, the gap is bigger for post-quantum signatures than post-

quantum key encapsulation mechanisms (KEMs); see for example

Table 1 or [81].
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Authenticated key exchange without signatures. There is a

long history of protocols for authenticated key exchange without

signatures. Key transport uses public key encryption: authentication
is demonstrated by successfully decrypting a challenge value. Exam-

ples of key transport include the SKEME protocol by Krawczyk [66]

and RSA key-transport ciphersuites in all versions of SSL and TLS

up to TLS version 1.2 (but RSA key transport did not provide for-

ward secrecy). Bellare, Canetti, and Rogaway [5] gave a protocol

that obtained authentication from Diffie–Hellman key exchange:

DH keys are used as long-term credentials for authentication, and

the resulting shared secret is mixed into the session key calculation

to derive a key that is implicitly authenticated, meaning that no one

but the intended parties could compute it. Some of these protocols

go on to obtain explicit authentication via some form of key con-

firmation. Many DH-based AKE protocols have been developed in

the literature. Some are currently used in real-world protocols such

as Signal [90], the Noise framework [89], and WireGuard [37].

There are a few constructions that use generic KEMs for AKE,

rather than static DH [22, 44]. A slightly modified version of the [44]

KEM AKE has recently been used to upgrade the WireGuard hand-

shake to post-quantum security [57]. One might think that the same

approach can be used for KEM-based TLS, but there are two major

differences between the WireGuard handshake and a TLS hand-

shake. First, the WireGuard handshake is mutually authenticated,

while the TLS handshake typically features server-only authenti-

cation. Second, and more importantly, the WireGuard handshake

assumes that long-term keys are known to the communicating par-

ties in advance, while the distribution of the server’s long-term

certified key is part of the handshake in TLS, leading to different

constraints on the order of messages and number of round trips.

The OPTLS proposal by Krawczyk and Wee [72] also aims at a

signature-free alternative for the common TLS handshake, with

authentication via long-term DH keys. OPTLS was at the heart

of early drafts of TLS 1.3, but was dropped in favour of signed-

Diffie–Hellman. As pointed out in [73], OPTLS makes use of DH

as a non-interactive key exchange (NIKE). First the client sends

their ephemeral DH public key, which the server combines with its

own long-term secret key to obtain a shared key; the server’s reply

thus implicitly authenticates the server to the client. Note however

that the client speaks first, without knowing the server’s public

key: a straight-forward adaptation of OPTLS to a post-quantum

setting would thus require a post-quantum NIKE. Unfortunately,

the only somewhat efficient construction for a post-quantum NIKE

is CSIDH [28], which is rather slow and whose concrete security

is the subject of intense debate [10, 11, 13, 19, 88]. The obvious

workaround when using only KEMs is to increase the number of

round trips, but this comes at a steep performance cost.

Our contributions. Our goal is to achieve a TLS handshake that
provides full post-quantum security—including confidentiality and

authentication—optimizing for number of round trips, communica-

tion bandwidth, and computational costs. Our main technique is to

rely on KEMs for authentication, rather than signatures.

We present an alternative TLS handshake, which we call KEM-
TLS, that uses key-encapsulation mechanisms as primary asym-

metric building blocks, for both forward-secure ephemeral key

Client Server

static (KEMs): pk𝑆 , sk𝑆
TCP SYN

TCP SYN-ACK

(pk𝑒 , sk𝑒 )← KEMe.Keygen()
pk𝑒

(ss𝑒 , ct𝑒 ) ← KEMe.Encapsulate(pk𝑒 )
𝐾1, 𝐾

′
1
← KDF(ss𝑒 )

ct𝑒 ,AEAD𝐾1
(cert[pk𝑆 ])

ss𝑒 ← KEMe.Decapsulate(ct𝑒 , sk𝑒 )
𝐾1, 𝐾

′
1
← KDF(ss𝑒 )

(ss𝑆 , ct𝑆 ) ← KEMs.Encapsulate pk𝑆 )

AEAD𝐾 ′
1

(ct𝑆 )

ss𝑆 ← KEMs.Decapsulate(ct𝑆 , sk𝑆 )
𝐾2, 𝐾

′
2
, 𝐾 ′′

2
, 𝐾 ′′′

2
← KDF(ss𝑒 ∥ss𝑆 )

AEAD𝐾2
(key confirmation),AEAD𝐾 ′

2

(application data)

AEAD𝐾 ′′
2

(key confirmation)

AEAD𝐾 ′′′
2

(application data)

Figure 2: High-level overview of KEMTLS, using KEMs for
server authentication.

exchange and authentication. (We unavoidably still rely on sig-

natures by certificate authorities to authenticate long-term KEM

keys.) A high level overview of KEMTLS is given in Fig. 2, and the

detailed protocol appears in Fig. 4. We focus on the most common

use case for web browsing, namely key agreement with server-only

authentication, but our techniques can be extended to client au-

thentication as shown in Appendix C. Note that the scenario we are

considering in this paper is orthogonal to resumption mechanisms

such as 0-RTT introduced by TLS 1.3.

With KEMTLS, we are able to retain the same number of round

trips until the client can start sending encrypted application data

as in TLS 1.3 while reducing the communication bandwidth. Early

application data transmitted during the handshake is implicitly,

rather than explicitly authenticated, and has different downgrade

resilience than when signatures are used; see Section 4 for details.

Although our approach can be applied with any secure KEM, we

consider four example scenarios in the paper: (1) optimizing commu-

nication size assuming one intermediate CA’s certificate is included

in transmission, (2) optimizing communication size assuming inter-

mediate CA certificates can be cached [98] and thus are excluded

from transmission, (3) handshakes relying on the module learn-

ing with errors (MLWE) / module short-integer-solutions (MSIS)

assumptions, and (4) handshakes relying on the NTRU assump-

tion. Note that the public key and certificate of the root CA is not

transmitted during the handshake as it is assumed to be part of

the client’s local trust store; but a signature by the root CA would

be transmitted as part of the intermediate CA’s certificate, if that

certificate is not also cached as in scenario (2). In all 4 scenarios,

KEMTLS is able to reduce communication sizes compared to server

authentication using post-quantum signatures.

For example, considering all level-1 schemes among the round-

3 finalists and alternate candidates of the NIST PQC project, the

minimum size of public-key-cryptography objects transmitted in a

fully post-quantum signed-KEM TLS 1.3 handshake that includes
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Figure 3: Handshake size versus handshake establishment
time, for signed KEX and KEMTLS ciphersuites, including
and excluding transmission/processing of one intermediate
CA certificate. Latency 31.1ms, bandwidth 1000Mbps, 0% packet

loss. Label syntax: ABCD: A = ephemeral key exchange, B = leaf

certificate, C = intermediate CA certificate, D = root certificate. La-

bel values: Dilithium, ECDH X25519, Falcon, GeMSS, Kyber, NTRU,

RSA-2048, SIKE, XMSS
MT

s
; all level-1 schemes.

transmission of an intermediate CA certificate would be 3035 bytes

(using SIKE for key exchange, Falcon for server authentication, a

variant of XMSS for the intermediate CA, and GeMSS for the root

CA), whereas with KEMTLS we can reduce that by 39% to 1853

bytes (using SIKE for key exchange and server authentication, a

variant of XMSS for the intermediate CA, and GeMSS for the root

CA); compare with 1376 bytes for RSA-signed elliptic-curve DH in

TLS 1.3. Fig. 3 shows the impact of the KEMTLS protocol design

on communication sizes for all the scenarios we consider; details

appear in Table 1 in Section 6.

To assess computational costs, we implemented KEMTLS by

modifying the Rustls library [16], using optimized C/assembly im-

plementations of the relevant post-quantum schemes. We measured

performance of this implementation in a range of network scenar-

ios following the methodology of [87], varying latency and band-

width. We found that KEMTLS results in better client and server

performance for scenarios involving the MLWE/MSIS and NTRU

assumptions. Our first two scenarios aim to absolutely minimize

communication bandwidth by replacing a fast signature scheme

(Falcon) with a smaller but slower KEM (SIKE), which, admittedly,

substantially slows down connection establishment, but may still

be relevant when communication bandwidth is of utmost concern.

See Fig. 3 for an overview and Section 6 for details.

We show that our KEMTLS approach indeed results in a secure

protocol, adapting the reductionist security analysis of Dowling,

Fischlin, Günther, and Stebila [38, 39] for signed-DH in TLS 1.3.

The proof is in the standard model, and authentication relies on the

IND-CCA security of the long-term KEM.

Software and data. For the experiments in this paper, we used

and modified open-source cryptographic software and TLS libraries.

In addition, we wrote new software to facilitate our experiments

and to create certificates. All software and data is available at https:

//thomwiggers.nl/publication/kem-tls/ and https://cryptojedi.org/

crypto/#kemtls. All software we modified is under permissive open-

source licenses; we place our code into the public domain (CC0).

Discussion. There are a few subtle differences in the properties

offered by KEMTLS compared to TLS 1.3. TLS 1.3 allows the server

to send encrypted and authentication application data in its first

response message, whereas KEMTLS does not. However, in most

uses of TLS 1.3, including web browsing, this feature is not used,

and the first application data is sent by the client in the second

client-to-server TLS message flow, which KEMTLS preserves.

KEMTLS provides implicit server-to-client authentication at the

time the client sends its first application data; explicit server-to-

client authentication comes one round trip later when a key confir-

mation message is received in the server’s response. We still retain

confidentiality: no one other than the intended server will be able

to read data sent by the client. One consequence is that the choice

of algorithms used is not authenticated by the time client sends

its first application data. The client cannot be tricked into using

algorithms that it itself does not trust, but an adversary might be

able to trick the client into using one that the server would have

rejected. By the time the handshake fully completes, however, the

client is assured that the algorithms used are indeed the ones both

parties preferred. We discuss the subtleties of the forward secrecy

and downgrade resilience properties of KEMTLS at different stages

more in Section 4.

ComparisonwithOPTLS.Our proposal for a signature-free hand-
shake protocol in TLS shares a lot of similarities with the OPTLS

protocol [72]. OPTLS was at the heart of early designs for TLS 1.3,

but was dropped in favour of signed-DH for the final standard.

Starting in 2018, there has been an attempt to revive OPTLS in

TLS 1.3 [95, 96], but so far we do not see that these drafts have

gained much traction. (The only implementation of OPTLS that we

are aware of is described in the Master’s thesis by Kuhnen [73].)

If a signature-free approach for the TLS handshake has not been

very successful in the past, why revisit it now? We see two reasons

why OPTLS has not gained much traction and both change with

the eventual move to post-quantum cryptography in TLS.

To tap the full potential of OPTLS, servers would need to obtain

certificates containing DH public keys instead of signature keys;

while this is in theory not a problem, it requires certificate authori-

ties to adapt their software and needs other changes to the public-

key infrastructure, which would have been obstacle to TLS 1.3’s

goals of widespread deployment and fast adoption. However, the

move to post-quantum authentication will require rolling out a new

generation of certificates regardless of whether signatures or KEMs

are used for authentication.

Moreover, when using pre-quantum primitives based on elliptic

curves, the advantages of OPTLS compared to the traditional TLS 1.3

handshake are limited. The performance differences between ECDH

operations and ECDSA or EdDSA signing and verification are not

very large, and sizes of signatures and signature public keys are
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small. A TLS implementation with secure and optimized elliptic-

curve arithmetic implemented for ECDH already has most critical

code needed to implement ECDSA or EdDSA signatures.

For current post-quantum KEMs and signature schemes, this

picture changes. It is possible to choose KEMs that offer consider-

ably smaller sizes and much better speed than any of the signature

schemes. Also, post-quantum signatures and KEMs no longer share

large parts of the code base; even though lattice assumptions can

be used to construct both KEMs and signatures, such schemes need

different parameters and thus different optimized routines.

Thus, in the post-quantum setting, the signature-free approach

to the TLS handshake offers major advantages. KEMTLS simultane-

ously reduces the amount of data transmitted during a handshake,

reduces the amount of CPU cycles spent on asymmetric crypto, re-

duces the total handshake time until the client can send application

data, and reduces the trusted code base.

2 PRELIMINARIES

Notation. Let N denote the set of natural numbers. For a set 𝑋 , the

notation 𝑥 ←$ 𝑋 denotes sampling an element uniformly at random

from the set 𝑋 and storing it in 𝑥 . IfA is a deterministic algorithm,

then 𝑦 ← A(𝑥) denotes running A with input 𝑥 and storing the

output in 𝑦. If A is a probabilistic algorithm, then 𝑦←$A(𝑥) de-

notes running A with input 𝑥 and uniformly random coins, and

storing the output in 𝑦. The notation ⟦𝑥 = 𝑦⟧ resolves to 1 if 𝑥 = 𝑦,

and 0 otherwise. The TLS protocol has named messages, such as

ClientHello, which we abbreviate like CH, as in Fig. 4.

Symmetric primitives. We rely on standard definitions of sym-

metric primitives such as hash functions with collision resistance,

pseudorandom functions, and message authentication codes with

existential unforgeability under chosen message attacks, the defini-

tions of which appear in Appendix A. We do note here the syntax of

HKDF [70], which is comprised of two components. HKDF.Extract
is a randomness extractor with two inputs: a salt and some input
keying material; in the TLS 1.3 key schedule, the salt argument

is used for the current secret state, and the input keying material

argument is used for new secret shared secrets being incorporated.

HKDF.Expand is a variable-length pseudorandom function with

(in this context) four inputs: a secret key, a label, a context string

consisting of a hash of a transcript of messages, and the desired

output length (which we omit in our presentation).

2.1 KEMs
Definition 2.1 (Key Encapsulation Mechanism (KEM)). A key en-

capsulation mechanism KEM is an asymmetric cryptographic prim-

itive that allows two parties 𝐴 and 𝐵 to establish a shared secret

key ss in a key space K . It consists of the following operations:
• Key generation: KEM.Keygen() probabilistically generates

a public and private keypair (pk, sk);
• Encapsulation:KEM.Encapsulate(pk) probabilistically gen-
erates a shared secret and ciphertext (encapsulation) (ss, ct)
against a given public key;

• Decapsulation: KEM.Decapsulate(ct, sk) decapsulates the
shared secret ss′ which, in a 𝛿-correct scheme, is equal to ss
with probability at least 1 − 𝛿 .

KEM security notions. The standard security definitions for a

KEM require that the shared secret be indistinguishable from ran-

dom (IND), given just the public key (chosen plaintext attack (CPA))

or additionally given access to a decapsulation oracle (chosen cipher-

text attack (CCA)). We make use of a restricted form of IND-CCA
security where the adversary can make only a single query to its

decapsulation oracle; we denote this IND-1CCA. The security ex-

periments for these security properties are given in Appendix A.

2.2 Authenticated key exchange from KEMs
As sketched in the introduction, authenticated key exchange using

KEMs for authentication is not new, with several examples of mu-

tually authenticated [20, 22, 44] and unilaterally authenticated [20]

protocols. The typical pattern among these, restricted to the case

of unilaterally authenticated key exchange, is as follows (c.f. [20,

Fig. 2]). The server has a static KEM public key, which the client

is assumed to (somehow) have a copy of in advance. In the first

flight of the protocol, the client sends a ciphertext encapsulated to

this static key, along with the client’s own ephemeral KEM public

key; the server responds with an encapsulation against the client’s

ephemeral KEM public key. The session key is the hash of the

ephemeral-static and ephemeral-ephemeral shared secrets.

This is a problem for TLS: typically, a client does not know the

server’s static key in advance, but learns it when it is transmitted

(inside a certificate) during the TLS handshake. One obvious solu-

tion to address this issue is for the client to first request the key

from the server and then proceed through the typical protocol flow.

However, this increases the number of round trips, and thus comes

at a steep performance cost.

The other trivial approach is to simply assume a change in the

Internet’s key distribution and caching architecture that distributes

the servers’ static key to the client before the handshake. For ex-

ample, in embedded applications of TLS, a client may only ever

communicate with very few different servers that are known in

advance; in that case, the client can just deploy with the server

static keys pre-installed. Another option would be to distribute cer-

tificates through DNS as described in [62]. Neither is a satisfactory

general solution, as the former limits the number of servers a client

can contact (since certificates must be pre-installed), and the latter

requires changes to the DNS infrastructure and moreover precludes

connections to servers identified solely by IP address.

3 THE KEMTLS PROTOCOL
KEMTLS achieves unilaterally authenticated key exchange using

solely KEMs for both key establishment and authentication, without

requiring extra round trips and without requiring caching or exter-

nal pre-distribution of server public keys: the client is able to send

its first encrypted application data after just as many handshake

round trips as in TLS 1.3.

KEMTLS is to a large extent modelled after TLS 1.3. A high-level

overview of the handshake is shown in Fig. 2, and a detailed pro-

tocol flow is given in Fig. 4. Note that Fig. 4 omits various aspects

of the TLS 1.3 protocol that are not relevant to our presentation

and cryptographic analysis but which would still be essential if

KEMTLS was used in practice. KEMTLS is phrased in terms of two

KEMs: KEMe for ephemeral key exchange, and KEMs for implicit

4
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Client Server

TCP SYN

TCP SYN-ACK

(pk𝑒 , sk𝑒 )←KEMe.Keygen()

ClientHello: pk𝑒 , 𝑟𝑐 ←$ {0, 1}256, supported algs.

ES←HKDF.Extract(0, 0)
dES←HKDF.Extract(ES, "derived", ∅)

(ss𝑒 , ct𝑒 )←KEMe.Encapsulate(pk𝑒 )

ServerHello: ct𝑒 , 𝑟𝑠 ←$ {0, 1}256, selected algs.

ss𝑒←KEMe.Decapsulate(ct𝑒 , sk𝑒 )

HS←HKDF.Extract(dES, ss𝑒 )
accept CHTS←HKDF.Expand(HS, "c hs tr", CH..SH)

stage 1

accept SHTS←HKDF.Expand(HS, "s hs tr", CH..SH)
stage 2

dHS←HKDF.Expand(HS, "derived", ∅)
{EncryptedExtensions}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒2

{ServerCertificate}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒2 : cert[pk𝑆 ], int. CA cert.

(ss𝑆 , ct𝑆 )←KEMs.Encapsulate(pk𝑆 )
{ClientKemCiphertext}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒1 : ct𝑆

ss𝑆←KEMs.Decapsulate(ct𝑆 , sk𝑆 )

AHS←HKDF.Extract(dHS, ss𝑆 )
accept CAHTS←HKDF.Expand(AHS, "c ahs tr", CH..CKC)

stage 3

accept SAHTS←HKDF.Expand(AHS, "s ahs tr", CH..CKC)
stage 4

dAHS←HKDF.Expand(AHS, "derived", CH..CKC)

MS←HKDF.Extract(dAHS, 0)
fk𝑐←HKDF.Expand(MS, "c finished", ∅)
fk𝑠←HKDF.Expand(MS, "s finished", ∅)

{ClientFinished}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒3 : CF←HMAC(fk𝑐 , CH..CKC)

abort if CF ̸= HMAC(fk𝑐 , CH..CKC)

accept CATS←HKDF.Expand(MS, "c ap tr", CH..CF)
stage 5

record layer, AEAD-encrypted with key derived from CATS

{ServerFinished}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒4 : SF←HMAC(fk𝑠 , CH..CF)

abort if SF ̸= HMAC(fk𝑠 , CH..CF)

accept SATS←HKDF.Expand(MS, "s ap tr", CH..SF)
stage 6

record layer, AEAD-encrypted with key derived from SATS
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Figure 4: The KEMTLS handshake

authentication; one could instantiate KEMTLS using the same algo-

rithm for both KEMe and KEMs (as we do in all our instantiations),

or different algorithms for different efficiency trade-offs, such as

an algorithm with slow key generation but fast encapsulation for

the long-term KEM. Either or both could also be a “hybrid” KEM

combining post-quantum and traditional assumptions [15].

There are conceptually three phases to KEMTLS, each of which

establishes one or more “stage” keys.

Phase 1: Ephemeral key exchange using KEMs. After estab-
lishing the TCP connection,

1
the KEMTLS handshake begins with

the client sending one or more ephemeral KEM public keys pk𝑒

1
Our exposition and experiments deal with the general scenario of KEMTLS running

over TCP, analogously to TLS 1.3. As with TLS 1.3, the overhead from the TCP hand-

shake may be reduced by a variety of techniques as discussed in [29], such as using

TCP Fast Open [30] or QUIC with UDP [58].

in its ClientHello message, as well as the list of public key au-

thentication, key exchange, and authenticated encryption meth-

ods it supports. The server responds in the ServerHello message

with an encapsulation ct𝑒 against pk𝑒 and the algorithms it se-

lected from the client’s proposal; note that if (none of) the pk𝑒 the
client sent was for the key-exchange method the server selected,

a special HelloRetryRequest message is sent, prompting a new

ClientHello message. Nonces 𝑟𝑐 and 𝑟𝑠 are also transmitted for

freshness. At this point, the client and server have an unauthenti-

cated shared secret ss𝑒 . KEMTLS follows the TLS 1.3 key schedule,

which applies a sequence of HKDF operations to the shared secret

ss𝑒 and the transcript to derive (a) the client and server handshake

traffic secrets CHTS and SHTS which are used to encrypt subse-

quent flows in the handshake, and (b) a “derived handshake secret”

dHS which is kept as the current secret state of the key schedule.
2

Phase 2: Implicitly authenticated key exchange usingKEMs.
In the same server-to-client flight as ServerHello, the server also
sends a certificate containing its long-term KEM public key pk𝑆 .
The client encapsulates against pk𝑆 and sends the resulting ci-

phertext in its ClientKemCiphertext message. This yields an im-

plicitly authenticated shared secret ss𝑆 . The key schedule’s secret

state dHS from phase 1 is combined with ss𝑆 using HKDF to give

an “authenticated handshake secret” AHS from which are derived

(c) the client and server authenticated handshake traffic secrets

CAHTS and SAHTS which are used to encrypt subsequent flows

in the handshake,
3
and (d) an updated secret state dAHS of the

key schedule. A master secret MS can now be derived from the

key schedule’s secret state dAHS. From the master secret, several

more keys are derived: (e) “finished keys” fk𝑐 and fk𝑠 which will

be used to authenticate the handshake and (f) client and server ap-

plication transport secrets CATS and SATS from which are derived

application encryption keys.
4
The client now sends a confirma-

tion message ClientFinished to the server which uses a message

authentication code with key fk𝑐 to authenticate the handshake

transcript. In the same flight of messages, the client is also able to

start sending application data encrypted under keys derived from

CATS; this is implicitly authenticated.

Phase 3: Confirmation / explicit authentication. The server

responds with its confirmation in the ServerFinished message,

authenticating the handshake transcript using MAC key fk𝑠 . In
the same flight, the server sends application data encrypted un-

der keys derived from SATS. Once the client receives and verifies

ServerFinished, the server is explicitly authenticated.

4 SECURITY ANALYSIS
AsKEMTLS is an adaptation of TLS 1.3, our security analysis follows
previous techniques for proving security of TLS 1.3. In particular, we

2
The key schedule in Fig. 4 starts with a seemingly unnecessary calculation of ES and

dES; these values play a role in TLS 1.3 handshakes using pre-shared keys; we retain

them to keep the state machine of KEMTLS aligned with TLS 1.3 as much as possible.

3
CAHTS and SAHTS are implicitly authenticated: subsequent handshake traffic can

only be read by the intended peer server. This is particularly useful in the client-

authenticated version of KEMTLS in Appendix C when the client sends its certificate.

4
TLS 1.3 also derives exporter and resumption master secrets EMS and RMS from the

master secretMS. We have omitted these from our presentation of KEMTLS in Fig. 4,

but extending KEMTLS’s key schedule to include these is straightforward, and security
of EMS and RMS follows analogously.
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base our approach on the reductionist security approach of Dowl-

ing, Fischlin, Günther, and Stebila [38, 39]. Briefly, that approach

adapts a traditional Bellare–Rogaway-style [6] authenticated-key-

exchange security model to accommodate multiple stages of session
keys established in each session, following the multi-stage AKE

security model of Fischlin and Günther [41]. The model used for

TLS 1.3 in [38, 39] supports a variety of modes and functionality,

such as mutual versus unilateral authentication, full handshake and

pre-shared keymodes, and other options.We are able to simplify the

model for this application, though we also add some other features,

such as explicit authentication and granular forward secrecy.

In this section, we give an informal description of the security

model, including the adversary interaction (queries) for the model;

the specific security properties desired (Match security, which en-

sures that session identifiers effectively match partnered sessions,

andMulti-Stage security, which models confidentiality and authen-

tication as described below); and a sketch of the proofs showing

that KEMTLS satisfies these properties. The full syntax and specifi-

cation of the security properties as well as the detailed proofs of

security for KEMTLS appear in Appendix B.

Security goal. The main security goal we aim for is that keys estab-

lished in every stage of KEMTLS should be indistinguishable from

a random key, in the face of an adversary who sees and controls

all communications, who can learn other stages’ keys, who can

compromise unrelated secrets (such as long-term keys of parties

not involved in the session in question), and who may, after-the-

fact, have learned long-term keys of parties involved in the session

(“forward secrecy”). This is the same security goal and threat model

for TLS 1.3 [38, 93]. We distinguish between implicit authentication

(where a key could only be known by the intended peer), which

follows from key indistinguishability and forward secrecy, and ex-

plicit authentication (which assures that the intended peer actually

participated). In this section we consider KEMTLS with unilateral

server-to-client authentication only; a sketch of KEMTLS with mu-

tual authentication is given in Appendix C.

4.1 Security model
In the followingwe describe informally the security model, focusing

on how it differs from the multi-stage AKE model used by Dowling

et al. [38, 39] to analyze signed-Diffie–Hellman in TLS 1.3. The

precise formulation of the model appears in Appendix B.

Model syntax. Each server has a long-term public key and corre-

sponding private key; we assume a public-key infrastructure for

certifying these public keys, and that the root certificates are pre-

distributed, but server certificates are not pre-distributed. Each

participant (client or server) can run multiple instances of the pro-

tocol, each of which is called a session. Note that a session is a

participant’s local instance of a protocol execution; two parties

communicating with each other each have their own sessions. Each

session may consist of multiple stages (for KEMTLS, there are 6
stages as marked in Fig. 4).

For each session, each participant maintains a collection of

session-specific information, including: the identity of the intended

communication partner; the role of the session owner (either initia-

tor or responder); the state of execution (whether it has accepted a

key at a certain stage, or is still running, or has rejected); as well

as protocol-specific state. For each stage within a session, each

participant maintains stage-specific information, including: the key
established at the stage (if any); a session identifier for that stage;
and a contributive identifier for that stage. Two stages at different

parties are considered to partnered if they have the same session

identifier. The session identifiers for KEMTLS are the label of the

key and the transcript up to that point (see Appendix B.3). For the

first stage, the contributive identifier is the ClientHello initially,
then updated to the ServerHello message; for all other stages, the

contributive identifier is the session identifier.

The model also records security properties for each stage key:

1) The level of forward secrecy obtained for each stage key. The

three levels of forward secrecy we meet are detailed in Section 4.2

below. The model allows for retroactive revision of forward secrecy:

the stage-𝑖 key may have weak forward secrecy at the time it is

established in stage 𝑖 , but may have full forward secrecy once a

later stage 𝑗 > 𝑖 has completed (i.e., after receiving an additional

confirmation message). The level of forward secrecy also implies

whether the key should be considered implicitly authenticated.
2) Whether the stage is explicitly authenticated: if a party accepts

a stage, is it assured that its partner was live and established an

analogous stage? Again our model allows for retroactive explicit
authentication: while a stage-𝑖 key may not have explicit authenti-

cation when established in stage 𝑖 , completion of a later stage 𝑗 > 𝑖

may imply that a partner to stage 𝑖 is now assured to exist.

3) Whether the key is intended for internal or external use.
TLS 1.3 and KEMTLS internally use some of the keys established

during the handshake to encrypt later parts of the handshake to

improve privacy, whereas other keys are “external outputs” of the

handshake to be used for authenticated encryption of application

data. Internally used keys must be treated more carefully in the

security experiment.

Our inclusion of forward secrecy and explicit authentication is

an extension to the multi-stage AKE model used for TLS 1.3 [38, 39].

Adversary interaction. The adversary is a probabilistic algorithm
which triggers parties to execute sessions and controls the commu-

nications between all parties, so it can intercept, inject, or drop any

message. As a result, the adversary facilitates all interactions, even

between honest parties.

The adversary interacts with honest parties via several queries.

The first two queries model the typical protocol functionality, which

is now under the control of the adversary:

• NewSession: Creates a new session at a partywith a specified

intended partner and role.

• Send: Delivers a message to a session at a party, which ex-

ecutes the protocol based on its current state, updates its

state, and returns any outgoing protocol message.

The next two queries model the adversary’s ability to compromise

parties’ secret information:

• Reveal: Gives the adversary the key established in a particu-

lar stage. This key, and the key at the partner session (if it

exists), is marked as revealed.

• Corrupt: Gives the adversary a party’s long-term secret key.

This party is marked as corrupted.
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The Reveal andCorrupt queries maymake a stage unfresh, meaning

the adversary has learned sufficiently much information that no

security can be expected of this key.

The final querymodels the challenge to the adversary of breaking

a key established in a stage:

• Test: For a session and stage chosen by the adversary, returns
either the real key for that stage, or a uniformly random key,

depending on a hidden bit𝑏 fixed throughout the experiment.

Some additional conditions apply to the handling of queries. For

keys marked as intended for internal use, the execution of the Send
query pauses at the moment the key is accepted, giving the adver-

sary the option to either Test that key or continue without testing.

This is required since internal keys may be used immediately for,

e.g., handshake encryption, and giving the adversary to Test the key
after it has already started being used to encrypt data would allow

the adversary to trivially win. For keys that are not considered

authenticated at the time of the Test query, the query is only per-

mitted if the session has an honest contributive partner, otherwise

the adversary could trivially win by active impersonation.

4.2 Security properties
A sequence of works [25, 26, 41] split AKE security into two distinct

properties: the traditional session-key indistinguishability property

dating back to Bellare and Rogaway [6], and a property called

Match-security, which models the soundness of the session identi-

fier, ensuring that the session identifier 𝜋.sid properly matches the

partnered 𝜋 ′.sid and the correctness property that partnered ses-

sions compute the same session key. For well-chosen session iden-

tifiers, proving the technical properties ofMatch-security typically

does not depend on any cryptographic assumptions, and instead

follows syntactically. This is indeed the case for both TLS 1.3 and

KEMTLS, although for KEMTLS we account for correctness-error

in KEMs: the small chance that some PQ KEMs have of both parties

not computing the same shared secret. Details are in Appendix B.4.

4.2.1 Multi-Stage security. The Multi-Stage model captures both

key indistinguishability and authentication properties, which we

describe below. Details of the experiment appear in Appendix B.5.

Key indistinguishability. Secrecy of the key established in each

stage is through indistinguishability from random following Bellare–

Rogaway [6]. This property is defined via an experiment with the

syntax and adversary interaction as specified above. The goal of the

adversary is to guess the hidden, uniformly random bit 𝑏 which was

used to answer Test queries: was the adversary given real or ran-

dom keys? As noted above, the experiment imposes constraints on

Reveal queries to prevent the adversary from revealing and testing

the same key of some stage in a session or its partner. Depending on

the intended forward secrecy goals of the stage key, some Corrupt
queries may also be prohibited as described below to prevent the

adversary from actively impersonating a party in an unauthenti-

cated session then testing that key. We measure the adversary’s

advantage in guessing 𝑏 better than just flipping a coin.

Forward secrecy and implicit authentication. Our multi-stage

security definition incorporates three notions of forward secrecy

[68, 69] for stage keys:

• Weak forward secrecy level 1 (wfs1): The stage key is indis-

tinguishable against adversaries who were passive in the

test stage (even if the adversary obtains the peer’s long-term

secret key at any point in time—before or after the stage key

was accepted). These keys have no authentication.

• Weak forward secrecy level 2 (wfs2): The stage key is indistin-
guishable against adversaries who were passive in the test

stage (wfs1) or if the adversary never corrupted the peer’s

long-term key. These keys are implicitly authenticated if the

adversary did not corrupt the peer’s long-term key before

the stage key was accepted.

• Forward secrecy (fs): The stage key is indistinguishable against
adversaries who were passive in the test stage (wfs1) or if the
adversary did not corrupt the peer’s long-term key before

the stage accepted. These keys are implicitly authenticated.

These correspond to forward-secrecy levels 1, 3, and 5 in the Noise

protocol framework [89].

Explicit authentication.We add an explicit authentication notion

to the multi-stage model, where the adversary also wins if it causes

a supposedly explicitly authenticated stage to accept without a

partner stage (called malicious acceptance).

Properties of KEMTLS. For KEMTLS, the properties of each stage

key in a client instance are as follows:

• Stages 1 and 2:wfs1 fromwhen they are accepted, retroactive

fs once stage 6 has accepted. No authentication at the time

of acceptance, retroactive explicit authentication once stage

6 has accepted. For internal use.

• Stages 3, 4, and 5:wfs2 from when they are accepted, retroac-

tive fs once stage 6 has accepted. Implicit authentication at

the time of acceptance, retroactive explicit authentication

once stage 6 has accepted. Stages 3 and 4 are for internal use;

stage 5 for external use.

• Stage 6: fs and explicit authentication from the time of ac-

ceptance; for external use.

All stage keys in a server instance of KEMTLS have wfs1 security
and are unauthenticated; they have the same internal/external key

use as the client.

The following theorem says that KEMTLS isMulti-Stage-secure
with respect to the forward secrecy, authentication, and inter-

nal/external key-use properties as specified above, assuming that

the hash functionH is collision-resistant,HKDF is a pseudorandom
function in either its “salt” or “input keying material” arguments,

HMAC is a secure MAC, KEMs is an IND-CCA-secure KEM, and

KEMe is an IND-1CCA-secure KEM (i.e., KEMe is secure if a single

decapsulation query is allowed).

Theorem 4.1. LetA be an algorithm, and let 𝑛𝑠 be the number of
sessions and 𝑛𝑢 be the number of parties. Then the advantage of A
in breaking the multi-stage security of KEMTLS is upper-bounded by

𝑛2𝑠

2
|nonce | + 𝜖

COLL
H + 6𝑛𝑠 ·

©«
𝑛𝑠

(
𝜖IND-1CCAKEMe

+ 𝜖PRF-secHKDF.Ext

+2 𝜖dual-PRF-secHKDF.Ext + 4 𝜖PRF-secHKDF.Exp

)
+2𝑛𝑢

(
𝜖IND-CCAKEMs

+ 2 𝜖dual-PRF-secHKDF.Ext

+3 𝜖PRF-secHKDF.Exp + 𝜖
EUF-CMA
HMAC

) ª®®®®®®¬
.
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Above we use the shorthand notation 𝜖𝑋
𝑌

= Adv𝑋
𝑌,B𝑖 for reduc-

tions B𝑖 that are described in the proof. The proof of Theorem 4.1

appears in Appendix B.5; here we provide a sketch. The proof pro-

ceeds by a sequence of games, and splits into several cases.

We start off with game hops that assume that there are no reused

nonces among the honest session and that there are no collisions

in any hash function calls, which will be useful in later parts of the

proof. The Multi-Stage security experiment is formulated to allow

the adversary to make multiple Test queries. In the next game hop,

we restrict the adversary to make a single Test query by guessing

a to-be-tested session using a hybrid argument [50]; this incurs a

tightness loss 6𝑛𝑠 related to the number of sessions and stages.

The proof then splits into three cases: case A where the (now

single) tested session has an honest contributive partner in the first

stage; case B where the tested does not have an honest contributive

partner in the first stage and the adversary never corrupts the peer’s

long-term key; and case C where the tested session does not have

an honest contributive partner in the first stage and the adversary

does not corrupt the peer’s long-term key before the tested stage

has accepted. These three cases effectively correspond to the three

forward-secrecy levels wfs1,wfs2, and fs.

Case A. Here we assume that there does exist an honest contribu-

tive partner to at least the first stage of the tested session. When the

tested session is a client session, this means that the adversary did

not interfere with the ephemeral key exchange in the ClientHello
and ServerHello messages, so the ephemeral shared secret is un-

known to the adversary assuming a secure KEMe.

However, when the tested session is a server session, we only

have the guarantee that the adversary faithfully delivered the

ClientHello to the server; the adversary could have sent its own

ServerHello message to the client. This is valid adversary be-

haviour, and such an adversary would be able to compute the hand-

shake encryption keys. In this case we need to correctly respond

to the adversary, but in our simulation we do not have the KEMe
secret key, thus we need to make a single query to a decapsula-

tion oracle. This is why we rely on IND-1CCA security, the single-

decapsulation-query version of IND-CCA, rather than IND-CPA as

might be expected for passive security.
5

All keys derived from this are thus also indistinguishable from

random, and the remainder of case A is a sequence of game hops

which, one-by-one, replace derived secrets and stage keys with

random values, under the PRF-security or dual-PRF-security [4]

of HKDF (dual-PRF-security arises since the TLS 1.3 and KEM-
TLS key schedules sometime use secrets in the “salt” argument of

HKDF.Extract, rather than the “input keying material argument”).

This yields the required wfs1 property for all stage keys.

Case B. Lacking an honest contributive partner in the first stage

means the adversary was actively impersonating the peer to the

tested session, and there is no partner at any stage of that session. As

KEMTLS only provides server-to-client authentication, the tested

session in case B is a client session. In case B we assume the server’s

long-term key is never compromised. This allows us to rely on the

security of encapsulations under the server’s long-term key.

5
This is analogous to the proofs of signed-Diffie–Hellman in TLS 1.2 [59, 71] and TLS

1.3 [38, 39] that use a single query to a PRF-ODH oracle.

Within case B, the sequence of game hops is as follows. First, we

guess the identity of the server 𝑆 that the adversary will attempt to

impersonate to the client in the tested session. Then we replace with

a random value the shared secret ss𝑆 that the client encapsulated

against the intended server’s long-term static key pk𝑆 . If KEMs
is IND-CCA-secure, only the intended server should be able to

decapsulate and recover ss𝑆 , and thus ss𝑆 , and any key derived

from it (following a sequence of game hops involving the security

of HKDF), is an implicitly authenticated key that the adversary

should not be able to compute. This yields the indistinguishability

of the stage 3-6 keys under the conditions of case B, and hence their

required wfs2 properties.

Case C. Case C and case B differ only if the adversary does actually

corrupt the intended peer’s long-term key after the tested session

accepts in stage 6. Our reduction from IND-CCA security of KEMs
in case B runs into a problem: how to correctly answer the adver-

sary’s Corrupt query. Up until this bad query occurs, however, our

IND-CCA reduction (and indeed, every reduction in case B) is fine,

and all keys in the tested client session can be shown indistinguish-

able from random. This includes the key fk𝑠 that the server uses to
generate its ServerFinished message, containing a MAC which

authenticates the transcript. If the client accepts this SF message

under the conditions of case C — without a partner to stage 6 —

then the adversary has successful forged an HMAC tag.

Contrapositively, assuming all the cryptographic primitives are

secure, no stage accepts under the conditions of case C. This yields

explicit server-to-client authentication of stage 6 (and retroactive

authentication of all previous stages once stage 6 accepts, since

their session identifiers are substrings of the stage-6 sid). This also
yields forward secrecy (fs) of the stage-6 key at the client, and

retroactive fs of all stage keys at the client.

4.3 Discussion of security properties
Strength of the ephemeral KEM. The proof requires that the

ephemeral KEM be slightly stronger than passive IND-CPA security:

that it be secure against a single decapsulation query (IND-1CCA).
This is subtle and counterintuitive: one might expect that IND-CPA
would be enough for ephemeral key exchange (indeed, we missed

this in an earlier draft of this paper). However, in an AKE security

model that replaces the public key of the client and the ciphertext

of the server, but allows the adversary to send a different ciphertext

back to the client without invalidating the target session at the

server, this is unavoidable [59, 71]. An IND-CCA KEM certainly

suffices for the ephemeral KEM, but for most known PQ candidates

this incurs the cost of re-encryption using the Fujisaki–Okamoto

(FO) transform [45]. There are concrete attacks against several non-

FO-protected lattice- and isogeny-based KEMs using a few thousand

decapsulation queries [42, 46], but none with just a single query.

We leave as an open question to what extent non-FO-protected

post-quantum KEMs may be secure against a single decapsulation

query, but at this point IND-CCA is the safe choice.

Tightness. Theorem 4.1 is non-tight, due to hybrid and guessing

arguments. While it is certainly desirable to have tight results,

only a few authenticated-key-exchange protocols have tight proofs,

most of which with specialized designs. Most previous results on

TLS 1.3 [38, 39] are similarly non-tight, except for very recent work
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[34] which reduces from multi-user security of the symmetric en-

cryption scheme, MAC, KDF, and signature scheme, and the strong

Diffie–Hellman assumption. As of this writing, none of the IND-

CCA NIST round-3 KEMs have tight proofs in a multi-user model,

although there is some work in that direction for Regev’s original

scheme and a variant of Frodo [111]. One can view a non-tight re-

sult such as Theorem 4.1 as providing heuristic justification of the

soundness of the protocol design, and one can in principle choose

parameters for the cryptographic primitives that yield meaningful

advantage bounds based on the non-tight reductions.

Quantum adversaries. The proof of Theorem 4.1 proceeds in the

standard model (without random oracles), and does not rely on

techniques such as the forking lemma or rewinding, so techniques

like Song’s “lifting lemma” [104] could be applied to show that

KEMTLS is secure against quantum adversaries, provided that each

of the primitives used is also secure against quantum adversaries.

Negotiation and downgrade resilience. We do not explicitly

model algorithm negotiation inKEMTLS, but it merits consideration

given the likelihood that any deployment ofKEMTLSwould support
multiple algorithms within KEMTLS, and might also be running in

parallel with a TLS 1.3 implementation. We need to consider the

ability of an adversary to downgrade a session among each of the

following negotiated choices:

• Protocol: KEMTLS versus TLS 1.3.

• Ephemeral key exchange: which KEM within KEMTLS, or
which group if downgraded to DH/ECDH in TLS 1.3.

• Authenticated encryption: which AEAD scheme and hash

function for HKDF.

• Public key authentication: which KEM within KEMTLS, or
which signature scheme if downgraded to TLS 1.3.

We consider three levels of downgrade resilience:

1) Full downgrade resilience: the adversary cannot cause a party

to use any algorithm other than the one that would be used between

the two honest parties if the adversary was passive. This is called

optimal negotiation by [40] and downgrade security by [12].

2) No downgrade to unsupported algorithms: the adversary can

cause parties to use a different algorithm than the optimal one that

would be used if the adversary was passive, but cannot cause a

party to use an algorithm that it disabled in its configuration. This

is called negotiation correctness by [12].

3) No downgrade resilience: the adversary can cause a party to

use any algorithm permitted in the standard (e.g., [1]).

We assume that none of the algorithms supported by the client

or server are broken at the time the session is established, and the

downgrade adversary’s goal is to force use of an algorithm that the

adversary hopes to have a better chance of breaking in the future

(e.g., ECDH instead of a PQ KEM; AES-128 instead of AES-256).

In KEMTLS, for client sessions, any algorithms used prior to the

acceptance of the stage-6 key (i.e., ephemeral KEM, authenticated

encryption of handshake and of first client-to-server application

flow) cannot be downgraded to an unsupported algorithm (barring

an implementation flaw), but can still be downgraded to a different

client-supported algorithm.
6
The explicit authentication that the

6
While KEMTLS’s implicit authentication in stage 3/4 does not preclude downgrades,

TLS 1.3’s signature-based explicit authentication at stage 3 does provide authentication

of the transcript. Hence, in a scenario where KEMTLS and TLS 1.3 are simultaneously

client receives for the stage-6 key includes confirmation in the

ServerFinished message that the client and server have the same

transcript including the same negotiation messages, which implies

full downgrade resilience once the stage-6 key is accepted.

Since there is no client-to-server authentication in the base KEM-
TLS protocol, servers obtain “no downgrade to unsupported algo-

rithms” for all their stages.

Anonymity. Neither TLS 1.3 nor KEMTLS offer server anonymity

against passive adversaries, due to the ServerNameIndicator ex-
tension in the ClientHellomessage. The TLS working group is in-

vestigating techniques such as Encrypted ClientHello [94] which
rely on out-of-band distribution of server keying material. If the

client gets the server’s long-term KEM public key out-of-band as

in [94], KEMTLS could be adapted to have wfs1, implicit authenti-

cation, and no-downgrade-to-unsupported-algorithms on the first

client-to-server KEMTLS flow; and fs, explicit authentication, and
full downgrade-resilience on the 2nd client-to-server flow.

Deniability. Already in the mid ’90s, Krawczyk pointed out [66,

Sec. 2.3.2] that using signatures for explicit authentication in key-

agreement protocols adds an unnecessary and undesirable prop-

erty: non-repudiation. A protocol has offline deniability [33] if a

judge, when given a protocol transcript and all of the keys in-

volved, cannot tell whether the transcript is genuine or forged. The

KEM-authenticated handshake of KEMTLS, unlike the signature-
authenticated handshake of TLS 1.3, has offline deniability: given

just the long-term public keys of the parties, it is possible to forge

KEMTLS transcripts indistinguishable from real ones. Online deni-
ability [36] is harder to achieve: the judge may coerce a party to

send certain malicious messages to the target. KEMTLS does not

achieve online deniability.

5 INSTANTIATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Choice of primitives
Benchmarking KEMTLS and TLS 1.3 with all combinations of all

parameter sets of all NIST PQC candidates would lead to an ex-

cessively large set of suites to benchmark. We selected 8 different

post-quantum suites (4 using TLS 1.3 with signatures, 4 using KEM-
TLS with only KEMs) that exemplify the following 4 scenarios:

(1) optimizing communication size assuming one intermediate

CA certificate is included in transmission,

(2) optimizing communication size assuming intermediate CA

certificates can be cached, thus excluded from transmission,

(3) handshakes relying on module learning with errors (MLWE)

/ module short-integer-solutions (MSIS), and

(4) handshakes relying on the NTRU assumption.

We decided on two scenarios focusing on structured lattices (NTRU,

MLWE/MSIS) since these give a a very good overall performance

in terms of size and speed [74, 87]. The two lattice-based signature

schemes Falcon and Dilithium were identified as most efficient for

the use in TLS 1.3 in [100]. We contrast these four scenarios against

a pre-quantum TLS 1.3 suite using X25519 [9] key exchange with

RSA-2048 [97] signatures.

supported by a client, an attacker cannot downgrade early application data from

KEMTLS to TLS 1.3.

9
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Table 1: Instantiations of TLS 1.3 and KEMTLS handshakes with sizes in bytes of transmitted public-key cryptography objects.

Excluding intermediate CA certificate Including intermediate CA certificate Sum TCP pay-
loads of TLS HS
(incl. int. CA crt.)

Abbrv. KEX
(pk+ct)

HS auth
(ct/sig)

Leaf crt.
subject (pk)

Leaf crt.
(signature)

Sum excl.
int. CA cert.

Int. CA crt.
subject (pk)

Int. CA crt.
(signature)

Sum incl.
int. CA crt.

Root CA
(pk)

T
L
S
1
.3
(
S
i
g
n
e
d
K
E
X
)

TLS 1.3 ERRR ECDH RSA-2048 RSA-2048 RSA-2048 848 RSA-2048 RSA-2048 1376 RSA-2048

(X25519) 64 256 272 256 272 256 272 2711

Min. incl.
int. CA cert.

SFXG SIKE Falcon Falcon XMSS
MT

s 2971 XMSS
MT

s
GeMSS 3035 GeMSS

405 690 897 979 32 32 352180 4056

Min. excl.
int. CA cert.

SFGG SIKE Falcon Falcon GeMSS 2024 GeMSS GeMSS 354236 GeMSS

405 690 897 32 352180 32 352180 355737

Assumption:
MLWE+MSIS

KDDD Kyber Dilithium Dilithium Dilithium 6808 Dilithium Dilithium 10036 Dilithium

1536 2044 1184 2044 1184 2044 1184 11094

Assumption:
NTRU

NFFF NTRU Falcon Falcon Falcon 3675 Falcon Falcon 5262 Falcon

1398 690 897 690 897 690 897 6227

K
EM

TL
S

Min. incl.
int. CA cert.

SSXG SIKE SIKE SIKE XMSS
MT

s 1789 XMSS
MT

s
GeMSS 1853 GeMSS

405 209 196 979 32 32 352180 2898

Min. excl.
int. CA cert.

SSGG SIKE SIKE SIKE GeMSS 842 GeMSS GeMSS 353054 GeMSS

405 209 196 32 352180 32 352180 354578

Assumption:
MLWE+MSIS

KKDD Kyber Kyber Kyber Dilithium 5116 Dilithium Dilithium 8344 Dilithium

1536 736 800 2044 1184 2044 1184 9398

Assumption:
NTRU

NNFF NTRU NTRU NTRU Falcon 3486 Falcon Falcon 5073 Falcon

1398 699 699 690 897 690 897 6066

For all primitives we considered the parameter set at NIST se-

curity level 1, i.e., targeting security equivalent to AES-128 [43,

Sec. 4.A.5]. All primitives we chose are NIST PQC round-3 finalists

or alternate candidates, except for an instantiation of the stateful

signature algorithm XMSS at NIST level 1 for signatures generated

by CAs. XMSS is already defined in an RFC [56] and is being consid-

ered by NIST for a fast track to standardization [31]. The XMSS RFC

only describes parameters matching NIST level 5 and higher, but

the adaptation to a level-1 parameter set is rather straight-forward.

We call the level-1 parameter set of XMSS that we use in our exper-

iments XMSS
MT

s
; details are given in Appendix D. In our scenarios

we do not take XMSS as an option for signatures generated by TLS

servers, because we do not trust typical TLS servers to securely

manage the state; but CAs might be able to do so safely.

Table 1 shows the scenarios and primitives we consider (and

the abbreviations we use in the rest of the text to refer to each

combination), as well as the resulting communication sizes.
7

The post-quantum KEMs we use are:

• SIKEp434-compressed [61] as the KEM with the smallest

sum of ciphertext and public key;

• Kyber-512 [99] as an overall very efficient KEM based on

Module-LWE; and

• NTRU-HPS-2048509 [110] as an overall very efficient KEM

based on the NTRU assumption.

The signature schemes we use are:

• GeMSS-128 [27] as the signature scheme with the smallest

signature;

• XMSS
MT

s
[56], specified in Appendix D, as the signature

scheme with the smallest sum of signature and public key;

• Falcon-512 [91] as an overall very efficient signature scheme

based on the NTRU assumption and the stateless scheme

with the smallest sum of signature and public key; and

7
For comparison purposes, we also show the sum of the total TCP payload data for

the TLS handshake, although this is partially implementation-dependent. The number

of algorithms for which support is advertised for example affects this size.

• Dilithium II [79] as an overall very efficient scheme based

on Module-LWE and Module-SIS.

Caching of intermediate CA certificates. In order for a client

to authenticate a server it typically uses a chain of certificates

starting with a certificate whose signature is generated by a root CA,

followed by at least one intermediate CA certificate, and finally the

leaf certificate of the actual server. If clients cache the intermediate

CA certificates, those do not need to be transmitted. Although not

yet widely adopted, this option is available in TLS via the Cached

Information Extension [98].

The obvious consequences of such caching are that less data

is transmitted and that fewer signatures need to be verified. A

less obvious consequence is that such caching has significant im-

pact on the optimal choice of (post-quantum) signature scheme for

intermediate CAs. If the signed public keys of intermediate CAs

are transmitted only once and then cached, what matters most is

the size of the signature. This makes multivariate-quadratic-based

schemes like Rainbow [35] or GeMSS [27] with their small sig-

natures but large public keys optimal for use in intermediate CA

certificates. The same logic applies in any case to root CAs, as their

corresponding public keys are assumed to be pre-installed.

We investigate both scenarios: including transmission and verifi-

cation of intermediate CA certificates (i.e., without caching), and

excluding transmission and verification of intermediate CA certifi-

cates (i.e., with caching). For the “including” scenario, we have a

single intermediate CA certificate in the chain.

5.2 Implementation
To experimentally evaluate KEMTLS, we implemented it by mod-

ifying Rustls [16], a modern TLS library written in Rust. Rustls

provides a clean implementation of TLS 1.3 that was easier to mod-

ify than OpenSSL, and provides comparable performance [17]. It

uses the Ring [102] library for cryptography and WebPKI [103]

for certificate validation. Both of these are also written in Rust,

although Ring links to C implementations from BoringSSL [49].
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Table 2: Average time in ms for asymmetric crypto operations and handshake establishment

Computation time for asymmetric crypto Handshake time (31.1ms latency, 1000Mbps bandwidth) Handshake time (195.6ms latency, 10Mbps bandwidth)
Excl. int. CA cert. Incl. int. CA cert. Excl. int. CA cert. Incl. int. CA cert. Excl. int. CA cert. Incl. int. CA cert.
Client Server Client Server Client Client Server Client Client Server Client Client Server Client Client Server

sent req. recv. resp. HS done sent req. recv. resp. HS done sent req. recv. resp. HS done sent req. recv. resp. HS done

T
L
S
1
.3

ERRR 0.134 0.629 0.150 0.629 66.4 97.6 35.4 66.6 97.8 35.6 397.1 593.3 201.3 398.2 594.3 202.3

SFXG 40.058 21.676 40.094 21.676 165.8 196.9 134.0 166.2 197.3 134.4 482.1 678.4 285.8 482.5 678.8 286.2

SFGG 34.104 21.676 34.141 21.676 154.9 186.0 123.1 259.0 290.2 227.1 473.7 669.8 277.5 10936.3 11902.5 10384.1

KDDD 0.080 0.087 0.111 0.087 64.3 95.5 33.3 64.8 96.0 33.8 411.6 852.4 446.1 415.9 854.7 448.0

NFFF 0.141 0.254 0.181 0.254 65.1 96.3 34.1 65.6 96.9 34.7 398.1 662.2 269.2 406.7 842.8 443.5

K
EM

TL
S SSXG 61.456 41.712 61.493 41.712 202.1 268.8 205.6 202.3 269.1 205.9 505.8 732.0 339.7 506.1 732.4 340.1

SSGG 55.503 41.712 55.540 41.712 190.4 256.6 193.4 293.3 359.5 296.3 496.8 723.0 330.8 10859.5 11861.0 10331.7

KKDD 0.060 0.021 0.091 0.021 63.4 95.0 32.7 63.9 95.5 33.2 399.2 835.1 439.9 418.9 864.2 447.6

NNFF 0.118 0.027 0.158 0.027 63.6 95.2 32.9 64.2 95.8 33.5 396.2 593.4 200.6 400.0 835.6 440.2

Label syntax: ABCD: A = ephemeral key exchange, B = leaf certificate, C = intermediate CA certificate, D = root certificate.

Label values: Dilithium, ECDH X25519, Falcon, GeMSS, Kyber, NTRU, RSA-2048, SIKE, XMSS
MT

s
; all level-1 schemes.

We first added support for KEM-based key agreement to Ring

by changing its ephemeral key-agreement API, designed for Diffie–

Hellman key agreement, to a KEM-style API. We updated Rustls to

use this new API. Then, we integrated KEMs from PQClean [63],

a project that collects cleaned-up implementations of the NIST

PQC candidate schemes. Because PQClean provides a standardized,

namespaced API, it is straightforward to link together these im-

plementations. We took SIKE and all signature schemes from the

Open Quantum Safe (OQS) library [107], although many of the

relevant implementations in liboqs came from PQClean initially.

Where PQClean and OQS did not provide implementations using

architecture-specific optimizations (most importantly, AVX2 vector

instructions), we ad-hoc integrated those ourselves.

Specifically, we use the AVX2-accelerated code from PQClean for

Kyber and Dilithium. The AVX2-optimized implementation of SIKE

comes from OQS. We ad-hoc integrated AVX2-accelerated imple-

mentations of GeMSS and Falcon, provided by their submitters, into

PQClean, and used OQS’s scripts to import those into liboqs. For
XMSS

MT

s
, we used the reference implementation of XMSS, which

uses an optimized C implementation of SHAKE-128 for hashing.

The pre-quantum and symmetric algorithms are provided by Ring.

To support TLS 1.3 with post-quantum primitives in Rustls, we

simply added the KEMs to the list of supported key-exchange al-

gorithms in Rustls. By hard-coding the key share offered by the

client, we can then easily force a certain KEM to be used for key

exchange. We added the supported signature algorithms to Rustls,

Ring, and WebPKI. In various places we needed to update RSA- and

EC-inspired assumptions on the sizes of key shares and certificates.

For example, Rustls did not expect certificates to be larger than

64 KB, instead of the 16MB allowed by the RFC [93, App. B.3.3].

Supporting KEMTLS required changing the state machine, for

which we modified the TLS 1.3 implementation in Rustls to suit

our new handshake. To authenticate using KEM certificates, we

added encapsulation and decapsulation using certificates and the

corresponding private keys to WebPKI. Rustls and WebPKI do not

support creating certificates, so we created a script for that.

6 EVALUATION OF KEMTLS VS. TLS 1.3
In this section we compare KEMTLS to TLS 1.3 with post-quantum

signatures and key exchange. We first give a comparison in terms

of handshake size and speed and then move to properties beyond

performance, including consequences for PQ signature design.

6.1 Handshake sizes
Table 1 shows the size of public-key cryptographic objects trans-

mitted in KEMTLS versus TLS 1.3.

In scenarios aiming to minimize communication size, switching

from TLS 1.3 to KEMTLS can reduce the total number of bytes

transmitted in a handshake by 38% from 3035 (SFXG) to 1853 (SSXG),

when including intermediate CA certificates, or by 58% from 2024

(SFGG) to 842 (SSGG), when excluding intermediate CA certificates.

In scenarios with much faster lattice-based cryptography, switch-

ing from TLS 1.3 to KEMTLS also reduces handshake size. For exam-

ple, when switching TLS 1.3 with Kyber key exchange and Dilithium

authentication (KDDD) to KEMTLS with Kyber ephemeral and au-

thenticated key exchange and Dilithium signatures only in cer-

tificates (KKDD), handshake size reduces by 16% from 10036 B to

8344 B when including intermediate CA certificates, and by 24%

from 6808 B to 5116 B when excluding intermediate CA certificates.

6.2 Speed measurements

Benchmarking methodology. In our experiments we use the ex-

ample TLS client and server implementations provided by Rustls,

modifying the client to allow measuring more than one handshake

in a loop. We instrument the handshake to print nanoseconds

elapsed, starting from either sending or receiving the initial message

until operations of interest for both client and server.

We follow the same methodology as [87] for setting up emu-

lated networks. The measurements are done using the Linux ker-

nel’s network namespacing [14] and network emulation (NetEm)
features [51]. We create network namespaces for the clients and

the servers and create virtual network interfaces in those names-

paces. We vary the latency and bandwidth of the emulated network.

NetEm adds a latency to the outgoing packets, so to add a latency

of 𝑥 ms, we add 𝑥/2ms of latency to the client and server inter-

faces; following [87], we consider round-trip times (RTT) of 31.1ms

(representing an transcontinental connection) and 195.6ms (repre-

senting a trans-Pacific connection). We also throttle the bandwidth

of the virtual interfaces, considering both 1000Mbps and 10Mbps

connections. We do not vary packet loss rate, fixing it at 0%.

We ran measurements on a server with two Intel Xeon Gold 6230

(Cascade Lake) CPUs, each featuring 20 physical cores, which gives

us 80 hyperthreaded cores in total. For the measurements, we run

forty clients and servers in parallel, such that each process has its
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own (hyperthreaded) core. We measured 100000 handshakes for

each scheme and set of network parameters.

Handshake times. Table 2 (middle) shows handshake times for a

high-speed internet connection, with 31.1ms RTT and 1000Mbps

bandwidth. Table 2 (right) shows handshake times for a slower con-

nection with an RTT of 195.6ms and a bandwidth limit of 10Mbps.

In both scenarios the client sends a request to the server, to which

the server replies, modeling an HTTP request. We highlight in

bold-face the time until the client receives the response.

For the size-optimized instantiations of KEMTLS, i.e., SSXG and

SSGG, we see a slowdown compared to the corresponding SFXG and

SFGG instantiations of TLS 1.3, due to the rather high computational

cost of the additional usage of compressed SIKE. For the NTRU

and module-lattice instantiations, we see a mild increase in speed,

which becomes more notable on slower connections. This effect is

only to a very small extent due to faster computations, but rather

an effect of smaller amounts of data being transmitted.

The handshake times including transmission of intermediate CA

certificates with GeMSS public keys (i.e., SFGG and SSGG) require

more round trips, because our benchmarks use the “standard” TCP

initial congestion window (initcwnd) value of 10 maximum seg-

ment size (MSS). Eliminating this would require a massive increase

of initcwnd to around 200MSS. See discussion in [101, Sec. VII-C].

CPU cycles for asymmetric crypto. For busy Internet servers

performing large numbers of TLS handshakes, as well as battery-

powered clients, another interesting performance criterion is the

computational effort spent on cryptographic operations. For the

fast lattice-based schemes the differences in computational effort

are not visible from the handshake timings, because computation

needs orders of magnitude less time than network communication.

We therefore report time in ms required for asymmetric-crypto

computations (signing, verifying, key generation, encapsulation,

and decapsulation) in Table 2 (left).

As with handshake times, we see the impact of rather slow SIKE

key encapsulation and the resulting increase in computational effort

when switching from TLS 1.3 with Falcon for authentication (SFXG

and SFGG) to KEMTLS with SIKE for authentication (SSXG and

SSGG). However, for instantiationswith stronger focus on speed, we

see a moderate decrease in computational effort on the client side,

e.g., 16%when switching fromNFFF to NNFF, excluding verification

of intermediate CA certificates. More importantly, we see a massive

decrease in computational effort on the server side: saving more

than 75% when switching from KDDD to KKDD and almost 90%

when switching from NFFF to NNFF.

6.3 Other characteristics
Who can first send application data. In TLS 1.3, the server is
able to send the first application data after receiving ClientHello,
i.e., in parallel with its first handshake message to the client and

before having received an application-level request from the client.

This feature is used, for example, in SMTPS to send a server banner

to the client. But this feature is not used in many other applications

of TLS, including the most prominent one, HTTPS. In KEMTLS, it
is the client that is ready to send application data first. This does

incur a small overhead in protocols that require a client to receive,

for example, a server banner. However, for most typical application

scenarios, including HTTPS, in which the client sends a request

before receiving any data from the server, this is not a problem.

Smaller TCB in core handshake. The core KEMTLS handshake

is free of signatures, which reduces the trusted code base. Notably,

KEMTLS servers no longer need efficient and secure implemen-

tations of signing, a routine that has been the target of various

side-channel attacks [8, 24, 48, 60, 109]. With KEMTLS, signatures
are only generated in the more confined and secured environment

of certificate authorities. The effect is less notable on the client side,

because clients still need code to verify signatures in certificates.

However, this code does not deal with any secret data and thus

does not need side-channel protection. The same argument applies

for servers in KEMTLS with client authentication as in Appendix C.

For some combinations of algorithms, clever tweaks could also

reduce the TCB size; for example, in SSXG or SSGG, running SIKE

‘in reverse’ for the ephemeral KEM would allow the client to only

do degree-2 isogeny operations, also increasing client performance.

Reducing the amount of (trusted) code is particularly attractive for

embedded devices, which typically have tight constraints on code

size and are often exposed to a variety of side-channel attacks.

Requirements for post-quantum signatures. Many PQ signa-

ture schemes can tweak parameters to make different trade-offs

between signature size, signing speed, public-key size, and veri-

fication speed. One common direction to optimize for is signing

speed, or more precisely signing latency reported as the number

of clock cycles for a single signature. The common motivation for

this optimization is the use of online signatures in handshake pro-

tocols like the one used in TLS 1.3 (and earlier versions) or the

SIGMA handshake approach [67] used, for example, in the Internet

key-exchange protocol (IKE) [64].

In KEMTLS, signatures are only needed for certificates and thus

computed offline. This eliminates the requirement for low-latency

signing; what remains important (depending to some extent on

certificate-caching strategies) is signature size, public-key size, ver-

ification latency, and—at least for certificate authorities—signing

throughput. However, throughput can easily be achieved for any

signature scheme by signing the root of an XMSS or LMS tree and

using the leaves of that tree to sign a batch of messages. See [80,

Sec. 6] and the XMSS discussion in Appendix D.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we presented KEMTLS, an alternative to the TLS

handshake using a KEM for both key exchange and authentication,

yielding significant advantages in terms of communication size and

performance compared to TLS 1.3 with post-quantum signatures.

Our analysis only considered the worst-case scenario for KEM-
TLS, i.e., the scenario in which a client has no prior knowledge

of the server’s certificate when establishing a connection. This is

currently the common case for HTTPS, but there are multiple other

applications of TLS that could benefit even more from switching to

KEMTLS, where a servers’ public keys are known to clients. One

example are e-mail clients connecting to the same SMTP server

every time and keeping a local copy of the server’s public key. Other

examples are VPN or embedded applications, where clients also

communicate only with a very small set of servers. Investigating
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how KEMTLS behaves in these scenarios, and how to best optimize

the choice of algorithms, is an interesting question for future work.

This paper reports results only for select NIST PQC Round 3

finalists and alternate candidates, and only for their parameter sets

at NIST security level 1. This includes some of the most promising

candidates, but it will be interesting to expand benchmarks to cover

KEMTLS and TLS 1.3 with more primitives and parameter sets.
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A CRYPTOGRAPHIC DEFINITIONS
KEMTLS depends on several cryptographic primitives and standard

security definitions thereof.

Definition A.1 (Hash function and collision resistance). A hash
function H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}_ maps arbitrary-length messages

𝑚 ∈ {0, 1}∗ to a hash value H(𝑚) ∈ {0, 1}_ of fixed length _ ∈ N.
The collision resistance of a hash function H measures the ability

of an adversary A to find two distinct messages that hash to the

same output:

AdvCOLLH,A = Pr

[
(𝑚,𝑚′)←$A : (𝑚 ̸=𝑚′) ∧ (H(𝑚) = H(𝑚′))

]
.

Definition A.2 (Pseudorandom function). A pseudorandom func-
tion PRF : K × L → {0, 1}_ maps a key 𝑘 ∈ K and a label ℓ ∈ L
to an output of fixed length in {0, 1}_ . The PRF-security of a pseu-

dorandom function PRF measures the ability of an adversary A to

distinguish the output of PRF from random:

AdvPRF-secPRF,A =

���Pr [
𝑘←$K : APRF(𝑘, ·) ⇒ 1

]
− Pr

[
A𝑅(·) ⇒ 1

] ���
where 𝑅 : L → {0, 1}_ is a truly random function.

A pseudorandom function satisfies dual-PRF-security [4] if it is a

pseudorandom function with respect to either of its inputs 𝑘 or ℓ

being the key, i.e., if both PRF and PRF′ : (𝑥,𝑦) ↦→ PRF(𝑦, 𝑥) have
PRF-security.

Definition A.3 (Message authentication code and existential un-
forgeability under chosen message attack). Amessage authentication
codeMAC : K×{0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}_ maps a key 𝑘 ∈ K and a message

𝑚 ∈ {0, 1}∗ to an authentication tag of fixed length in {0, 1}_ . The
existential unforgeability under chosen message attack (EUF-CMA)
measures the ability to forge an authentication tag on a new mes-

sage, given access to a tag-generation oracle, as shown in Fig. 5:

AdvEUF-CMA
MAC,A = Pr

[
𝐺EUF-CMA
MAC,A ⇒ 1

]
.

Key encapsulation mechanisms.
A key encapsulation mechanism KEM is 𝛿-correct [53] if

Pr[KEM.Decapsulate(sk, ct) ̸= ss | (pk, sk)←$ KEM.Keygen();

(ss, ct)←$ KEM.Encapsulate(pk) ] ≤ 𝛿.
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𝐺EUF-CMA
MAC,A
1: 𝑘←$K
2: 𝐿←$ ∅
3: (𝑚, 𝑡 )←$AO
4: return ⟦(𝑡 = MAC(𝑘,𝑚)) ∧ (𝑚 ̸∈ 𝐿)⟧

Oracle O(𝑧)
1: 𝐿 ← 𝐿 ∪ {𝑧}
2: return

MAC(𝑘, 𝑧)

Figure 5: Security experiment for existential unforgeability
under chosen message attack (EUF-CMA-security) of a mes-
sage authentication code MAC.

𝐺 IND-atk
KEM,A

1: (pk★, sk★)←$ KEM.Keygen()
2: 𝑏←$ {0, 1}
3: (ss★

0
, ct★)←$ KEM.Encapsulate(pk★)

4: ss★
1
←$K

5: 𝑏 ′←$AO (pk★, ct★, ss★
𝑏
)

6: return ⟦𝑏 ′ = 𝑏⟧

Oracle O(ct) for IND-CPA
1: return ⊥

Oracle O(ct) for IND-1CCA and IND-CCA

1: if ct ̸= ct★ (for IND-1CCA: and this is first O query) then
2: return KEM.Decapsulate(sk★, ct)
3: else
4: return ⊥

Figure 6: Security experiments for indistinguishability (IND)
of KEMs under chosen plaintext (atk = CPA), single chosen
ciphertext (atk = 1CCA), and (multiple) chosen ciphertext
(atk = CCA) attacks.

The IND-CPA, IND-1CCA, and IND-CCA experiments for KEMs

are shown in Figure 6. The advantage of A in breaking IND-atk
security of KEM, for atk ∈ {CPA, 1CCA,CCA}, is AdvIND-atkKEM,A =���Pr [

𝐺 IND-atk
KEM,A ⇒ 1

]
− 1

2

���.
B REDUCTIONIST SECURITY ANALYSIS OF

KEMTLS
Our approach adapts the security model and reductionist security

analysis of the TLS 1.3 handshake by Dowling, Fischlin, Günther,

and Stebila [38, 39] for KEMTLS.

B.1 Model syntax
The set U denotes the set of identities of honest participants in

the system. Identities 𝑆 ∈ U can be associated with a certified

long-term KEM public key pk𝑆 and corresponding private key sk𝑆 .
In the server-only authentication version of KEMTLS, participants
that only act as clients do not have a long-term key.

Each participant can run multiple instances of the protocol, each

of which is called a session. Sessions of a protocol are, for the

purposes of modelling, uniquely identified by some administrative

label, 𝜋 ∈ U × N, which is a pair (𝑈 ,𝑛), such that it identifies

the 𝑛th local session of𝑈 . In a multi-stage protocol, each session

consists of multiple stages, run sequentially with shared state; each

stage aims to establish a key. Let M ∈ N denote the number of

stages.

For each session, each participant maintains the following collec-

tion of session-specific information. Many of the values are vectors

of lengthM, with values for each stage.

• id ∈ U: the identity of the session owner,
• pid ∈ U ∪ {∗}: the identity of the intended communication

partner. This partner may be unknown, which we indicate

by the wildcard symbol ‘∗’.
• role ∈ {initiator, responder}
• status ∈ {⊥, running, accepted, rejected}M: the status of

each stage key. We set status𝑖 ← accepted when a session

accepts the 𝑖th stage key, then (except for the last stage)

set status𝑖+1 ← running. When rejecting a key, status𝑖 ←
rejected and the protocol does not continue. Initially set to

(running,⊥×5).
• stage ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 𝑀}: the last accepted stage. Initially set to

0, it is incremented to 𝑖 when status𝑖 reaches accepted.
• sid ∈

(
{0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}

)M
: the session identifier in stage 𝑖 . Ini-

tially set to ⊥, it is updated when reaching acceptance in

that stage.

• cid ∈
(
{0, 1}∗ ∪ {⊥}

)M
: the contributive identifier in stage 𝑖 .

Initially set to ⊥ and updated until reaching acceptance in

that stage.

• key ∈ (K ∪ {⊥})M: the key established in stage 𝑖 , which is

set on acceptance. Initially ⊥.
• revealed ∈ {true, false}M: records if the 𝑖th-stage key has

been revealed by the adversary. Initially all false.
• tested ∈ {true, false}M: records if key𝑖 has been tested by

the adversary. Initially all false.
• auth ∈ {1, . . . ,M,∞}M: indicates by which stage a stage

key is considered to be explicitly authenticated: if auth𝑖 = 𝑗 ,
then, once stage 𝑗 has accepted, the key established in stage

𝑖 is considered to be explicitly authenticated. Some keys

may be considered authenticated right away (auth𝑖 = 𝑖),

whereas other keys may only be considered authenticated

retroactively (auth𝑖 > 𝑖), after some additional confirmation

message has been received; somemay never be authenticated

(auth𝑖 = ∞).
• FS ∈ {wfs1,wfs2, fs}M×M: for 𝑗 ≥ 𝑖 , FS𝑖, 𝑗 indicates the type
of forward secrecy expected of stage key 𝑖 , assuming stage 𝑗

has accepted.

• use ∈ {internal, external}M: use𝑖 indicates if a stage-𝑖 key
is used internally in the key exchange protocol. (Internally

used keys require a little bit of extra care when testing them,

while externally used keys may only be used outside the

handshake protocol.)

For a session identified by 𝜋 , we may write 𝜋.𝑋 as shorthand to

refer to that session’s element 𝑋 .

We define the partner of 𝜋 at stage 𝑖 to be the 𝜋 ′ such that 𝜋.sid𝑖 =
𝜋 ′.sid𝑖 ̸= ⊥ and 𝜋.role ̸= 𝜋 ′.role; the contributive partner is defined
analogously using contributive identifiers cid. Correctness requires
that, in a honest joint execution of the protocol, this equality holds

for all stages on acceptance.
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B.2 Adversary interaction
Following DFGS [38, 39], our two security properties, Match secu-

rity andMulti-Stage security, take place within the same adversary

interaction model. The adversary A is a probabilistic algorithm

which controls the communication between all parties and thus

can intercept, inject or drop any message. In this type of model,

even two honest parties require A to facilitate communication to

establish a session.

Some combinations of queries will be restricted; for example,

allowing the adversary to both reveal and test a particular session

key would allow the adversary to trivially win the test challenge in

Multi-Stage security, and thus does not model security appropri-

ately. Such a session will be declared unfresh.

The first two queries the adversary has access to model honest

protocol functionality:

• NewSession(𝑈 ,𝑉 , role): Creates a new session 𝜋 with owner

𝜋.id← 𝑈 , intended peer 𝜋.pid← 𝑉 , with 𝜋.role← role. 𝑉
may be left unspecified (𝑉 = ∗).
• Send(𝜋,𝑚): Sends message𝑚 to session 𝜋 . If 𝜋 has not been

created by NewSession, return ⊥. Otherwise, Send runs the

protocol on behalf of 𝜋.id. It will record the updated state,

and return both the response message and 𝜋.status𝜋.stage.
To initiate a session, the adversary may submit the special

symbol𝑚 = init if 𝜋.role = initiator.
Special handling of acceptance. The adversary may not test

any keys that have already been used. Because internal keys

may be used immediately, Send will pause execution when-

ever any key is accepted, and immediately return accepted
to the adversary. The adversary may choose to test the ses-

sion (or do other operations in other sessions). Whenever

the adversary decides to continue this session, they may

submit Send(𝜋, continue). This will continue the protocol as
specified, and the adversary will obtain the next protocol

message and 𝜋.status𝜋.stage.
Whenever stage 𝑖 accepts, if there exists a partner 𝜋 ′ of 𝜋
at stage 𝑖 , we set 𝜋.tested𝑖 ← true. If the stage is further-
more an internal-use stage (𝜋.use𝑖 = internal), we also set

𝜋 ′.key𝑖 ← 𝜋.key𝑖 to ensure session keys are used consis-

tently.

The next two queries model the adversary’s ability to compro-

mise participants and learn some secret information:

• Reveal(𝜋, 𝑖): Reveals the session key 𝜋.key𝑖 to the adversary,

and records 𝜋.revealed𝑖 ← true. If the session does not exist

or the stage has not accepted, returns ⊥.
• Corrupt(𝑈 ): Provides the adversary with the long-term se-

cret key sk𝑈 of𝑈 . We record the time of party𝑈 ’s corruption.

The final querymodels the challenge to the adversary of breaking

a key that was established by honest parties:

• Test(𝜋, 𝑖): Challenges the adversary on the indistinguisha-

bility of stage key 𝜋.key𝑖 as follows. If the stage has not

accepted (𝜋.status𝑖 ̸= accepted), or the key has already been
tested (𝜋.tested𝑖 = true), or there exists a partner 𝜋 ′ to 𝜋 at

stage 𝑖 such that 𝜋 ′.tested𝑖 = true, return ⊥.
If the stage 𝑖 key use is internal (𝜋.use𝑖 = internal), a partner

𝜋 ′ to 𝜋 at stage 𝑖 must exist and also have 𝜋 ′.status𝑖 =

accepted (this ensures that any partnered session has also

not yet used the key). If this does not hold, return ⊥.
Set 𝜋.tested𝑖 ← true.
The Test oracle has a uniformly random bit 𝑏, which is fixed

throughout the game. If test bit 𝑏 = 0, we sample a uniformly

random key 𝐾 ←$K . If test bit 𝑏 = 1, we set 𝐾 ← 𝜋.key𝑖 .
To make sure that the selected 𝐾 is consistent with any later

internally used keys, we set 𝜋.key𝑖 = 𝐾 if 𝜋.use𝑖 = internal.

We then ensure consistency with partnered sessions: for ses-

sions 𝜋 ′ that are partner to 𝜋 at stage 𝑖 for which 𝜋 ′.status𝑖 =
accepted, set 𝜋 ′.tested𝑖 ← true, and, if 𝜋.use𝑖 = internal,

set 𝜋 ′.key𝑖 ← 𝐾 .

Return 𝐾 to the adversary.

B.3 Specifics of KEMTLS in the model
For the proofs in the subsequent subsections, KEMTLS is as spec-

ified in Fig. 4, with M = 6 stages. The session identifiers sid𝑖 and
contributive identifiers cid𝑖 for each stage are defined as follows.

Whenever a stage is accepted, its session identifier is set to consist

of a label and all handshake messages up to that point:

sid1 = (“CHTS”, ClientHello . . . ServerHello) ,
sid2 = (“SHTS”, ClientHello . . . ServerHello) ,
sid3 = (“CAHTS”, ClientHello . . . ClientKemCiphertext) ,
sid4 = (“SAHTS”, ClientHello . . . ClientKemCiphertext) ,
sid5 = (“CATS”, ClientHello . . . ClientFinished) ,
sid6 = (“SATS”, ClientHello . . . ServerFinished) .
For the contributive identifiers cid𝑖 we need special care for

the first stage. In stage 𝑖 = 1, the client and server set, upon

sending (client) or receiving (server) the ClientHello message,

cid1 = (“CHTS”, ClientHello). When they next send (server)

or receive (client) the ServerHello response, they update this to

cid1 = sid1. All other contributive identifiers are set to cid𝑖 = sid𝑖
whenever sid𝑖 is set.

Every client session of KEMTLS uses auth = (6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6), use =
(internal

×4, external×2), and

FS =

©«

wfs1 wfs1 wfs1 wfs1 wfs1 fs
wfs1 wfs1 wfs1 wfs1 fs

wfs2 wfs2 wfs2 fs
wfs2 wfs2 fs

wfs2 fs
fs

ª®®®®®®®¬
Every server session of KEMTLS uses auth = (∞×6), use =

(internal
×4, external×2), and FS𝑖, 𝑗 = wfs1 for all 𝑗 ≥ 𝑖 .

B.4 Match security
Match security models sound behaviour of session matching: it en-

sures that, for honest sessions, the session identifier 𝜋.sid matches

the partnered 𝜋 ′.sid. (Separately treating the session matching

property of AKE protocols is the approach of [25, 26, 38, 39, 41].)

Definition B.1. Match Security

Let KE be an M-stage key-exchange protocol, and let A be a

probabilistic adversary interacting with KE via the queries defined

in Appendix B.2. A tries to win the following game 𝐺Match
KE,A :
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Setup The challenger generates long-term public and private

key pairs

(
pk𝑈 , sk𝑈

)
for each participant 𝑈 ∈ U that re-

quires a long-term key. All keys are provided to A.

Query The adversary has access to the queries NewSession,
Send, Reveal, Corrupt, and Test.

Stop At some point, the adversary stops with no output.

Let 𝜋, 𝜋 ′ be distinct partnered sessions with some stage 𝑖 ∈
{1, . . . ,M} for which 𝜋.sid𝑖 = 𝜋 ′.sid𝑖 ̸= ⊥.

We say that A wins 𝐺Match
KE,A if it can falsify any one of the fol-

lowing conditions:

(1) 𝜋, 𝜋 ′ agree on the same key at every stage 𝑗 ≤ 𝑖 , i.e., they
must have 𝜋.key𝑗 = 𝜋

′.key𝑗 .
(2) 𝜋, 𝜋 ′ have opposite roles: 𝜋.role ̸= 𝜋 ′.role.
(3) 𝜋, 𝜋 ′, partnered in some stage 𝑖 , have set and agree on the

contributive identifier, i.e., 𝜋.cid𝑖 = 𝜋 ′.cid𝑖 ̸= ⊥.
(4) for every stage 𝑖 of 𝜋 that has reached a (retroactively) explic-

itly authenticated state, i.e., such that 𝜋.status𝑖 = accepted
and 𝜋.stage ≥ 𝜋.auth𝑖 , the identity of the peer is correct:

𝜋.pid = 𝜋 ′.id.
(5) 𝜋, 𝜋 ′ (not necessarily distinct) have distinct session identi-

fiers across distinct stages 𝑖, 𝑗 : 𝜋.sid𝑖 = 𝜋 ′.sid𝑗 implies 𝑖 = 𝑗 .

(6) 𝜋, 𝜋 ′ do not have any third partner session 𝜋 ′′, i.e., at any
stage 𝑖 , having 𝜋.sid𝑖 = 𝜋 ′.sid𝑖 = 𝜋 ′′.sid𝑖 ̸= ⊥ implies 𝜋 = 𝜋 ′,
𝜋 ′ = 𝜋 ′′, or 𝜋 = 𝜋 ′′.

Theorem B.2. KEMTLS isMatch-secure. In particular, any effi-
cient adversary A has advantage

AdvMatch
KEMTLS,A ≤ 𝑛𝑠 (𝛿𝑒 + 𝛿𝑠 ) + 𝑛

2

𝑠 /2
|nonce |,

where 𝑛𝑠 is the number of sessions, |nonce| is the length of the nonces
𝑟𝑐 and 𝑟𝑠 in bits, and the ephemeral and long-term KEM algorithms
are assumed to be 𝛿𝑒 - and 𝛿𝑠 -correct, respectively.

Proof. We need to show each property of Match security (Def-

inition B.1) holds:

(1) The session identifiers are defined to contain all handshake

messages. KEM messages and hashes of those messages are

only inputs into the key schedule. In stages 1 and 2, the input

to the agreed keys is the ephemeral KEMe shared secret and

the messages up to ServerHello. For stage 3 and 4, the input
to the agreed keys are the previous keys, messages up to

ClientKemCiphertext and the static KEMs shared secret.

For the final stages 5 and 6, the input to the keys is the

previous keys and the messages up to ClientFinished and

ServerFinished respectively. It is easy to confirm that this

is all included in the session identifiers. This means that

the parties use the same inputs to their computations. The

only way they can arrive at different keys is if any of their

computations are not perfectly correct. The ephemeral and

long-term KEMs have some small probability of failure, 𝛿𝑒
and 𝛿𝑠 , respectively, in each of the 𝑛𝑠 sessions. This gives us

a failure probability of 𝑛𝑠 (𝛿𝑒 + 𝛿𝑠 ).
(2) No initiator or responder will ever accept a wrong-role in-

coming message, so any pair of two sessions must have both

an initiator and a responder. We will later show that at most

two sessions have the same sid, implying that this pairing

will be unique and thus opposite.

(3) By definition, cid𝑖 is final and equal to sid𝑖 whenever stage 𝑖
is accepted.

(4) The partnered sessions only have to agree once they reach

a retroactively authenticated stage. The identity is learned

through the ServerCertificate sent by the responder. Be-
cause Match security only concerns honest sessions, the

ServerCertificate received by the initiator will set the
correct pid.

(5) Every stage’s session identifier is defined to have a unique

label, thus there can be no confusion across distinct stages.

(6) The session identifiers include the random nonce and KEM

public key and ciphertext. For three sessions to have the

same identifier, we would need to have a collision of these

values picked by honest servers and clients. Without making

assumptions on the KEM scheme, we can rely on distinctness

of nonces under the birthday bound on 𝑛𝑠 the number of

sessions: the probability of failing in 𝑛𝑠 sessions is less than

𝑛2𝑠 /2
|nonce |

, which is negligible in the bit-length of the nonce.

□

B.5 Multi-Stage security
TheMulti-Stage experiment was introduced by [41] and was also

used by DFGS for TLS 1.3 [38, 39]. In this original formulation,

secrecy of each stage key is defined as being indistinguishable

from a random key, Bellare–Rogaway-style [6]. Our formulation of

Multi-Stage is extended to also model explicit authentication.

We first define the terms fresh and maliciously accept.

Definition B.3 (Freshness). Stage 𝑖 of a session 𝜋 is said to be fresh
if all of the following conditions hold:

(1) the stage key was not revealed (𝜋.revealed𝑖 = false);
(2) the stage key of the partner session at stage 𝑖 , if the partner

exists, has not been revealed (for all 𝑖 , 𝜋 ′ such that 𝜋.sid𝑖 =
𝜋 ′.sid𝑖 , we have that 𝜋 ′.revealed𝑖 = false);

(3) (weak forward secrecy 1) if there exists 𝑗 ≥ 𝑖 such that

𝜋.FS𝑖, 𝑗 = wfs1 and 𝜋.status𝑗 = accepted, then there exists a

contributive partner at stage 𝑖;

(4) (weak forward secrecy 2) if there exists 𝑗 ≥ 𝑖 such that

𝜋.FS𝑖, 𝑗 = wfs2 and 𝜋.status𝑗 = accepted, then there exists a

contributive partner at stage 𝑖 or Corrupt(𝜋.pid) was never
called;

(5) (forward secrecy) if there exists 𝑗 ≥ 𝑖 such that 𝜋.FS𝑖, 𝑗 = fs
and 𝜋.status𝑗 = accepted, then there exists a contributive

partner at stage 𝑖 or Corrupt(𝜋.pid) was not called before

stage 𝑗 of session 𝜋 accepted.

Definition B.4 (Malicious acceptance). Stage 𝑖 of session 𝜋 is said

to have maliciously accepted if all of the following conditions hold:

(1) 𝜋.status𝜋.auth𝑖 = accepted;
(2) there does not exist a unique partner of 𝜋 at stage 𝑖; and

(3) Corrupt(𝜋.pid) was not called before stage 𝑗 of session 𝜋

accepted, where 𝑗 = max{ℓ : 𝜋.statusℓ = accepted}.

Now we can define our version of theMulti-Stage security ex-

periment.
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Definition B.5 (Multi-Stage security). Let KE be an M-stage key-

exchange protocol, and let A be a probabilistic adversary interact-

ing with KE via the queries defined in Appendix B.2. The adversary

tries to win the following game 𝐺
Multi-Stage
KE,A :

Setup The challenger generates all long-term keys

(
pk𝑈 , sk𝑈

)
for all identities𝑈 ∈ U and picks a uniformly random bit 𝑏

(for the Test queries). The public keys are provided to A.

Query The adversary has access to the queries NewSession,
Send, Reveal, Corrupt, and Test.

Stop At some point, A stops and outputs their guess 𝑏 ′ of 𝑏.
Finalize The adversarywins the game if either of the following

conditions hold:

(1) all tested stages are fresh (for all 𝑗 , 𝜋 ′ such that 𝜋.tested𝑗 =
true, stage 𝑗 of session 𝜋 ′ is fresh), and 𝑏 ′ = 𝑏; or

(2) there exists a stage that has maliciously accepted;

in which case the experiment 𝐺
Multi-Stage
KE,A outputs 1. Oth-

erwise the adversary has lost the game, in which case the

experiment 𝐺
Multi-Stage
KE,A outputs a uniform bit.

TheMulti-Stage-advantage of A is defined as:

AdvMulti-Stage
KE,A =

����Pr [
𝐺
Multi-Stage
KE,A ⇒ 1

]
− 1

2

���� .
Theorem B.6. Let A be an algorithm, and let 𝑛𝑠 be the number

of sessions and 𝑛𝑢 be the number of parties. There exist algorithms
B1, . . . ,B16, described in the proof, such that

AdvMulti-Stage
KEMTLS,A ≤

𝑛2𝑠

2
|nonce | + AdvCOLLH,B1

+ 6𝑛𝑠

©«

𝑛𝑠

©«

AdvIND-1CCAKEMe,B2 +AdvPRF-secHKDF.Extract,B3
+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B4 +Adv

dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B5

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B6 +Adv
dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B7

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B8 +Adv
PRF-sec
HKDF.Expand,B9

ª®®®®®®¬
+2𝑛𝑢

©«
AdvIND-CCAKEMs,B10 +Adv

dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B11

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B12 +Adv
dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B13

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B14 +Adv
PRF-sec
HKDF.Expand,B15

ª®®®¬
+𝑛𝑢 · AdvEUF-CMA

HMAC,B16

ª®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®¬

.

Proof. The proof follows the basic structure of the proof of

DFGS [38, 39] for the TLS 1.3 signed-Diffie–Hellman full handshake,

and proceeds by a sequence of games.

We assume that all tested sessions remain fresh throughout the

experiment, as otherwise the adversary loses the indistinguishabil-

ity game.

Game 0.We define 𝐺0 to be the original Multi-Stage game:

AdvMulti-Stage
KEMTLS,A = Adv𝐺0

A .

Game 1. We abort if any honest session uses the same nonce 𝑟𝑐
or 𝑟𝑠 as any other session. Given that there are 𝑛𝑠 sessions each

using uniformly random nonces of size |nonce|= 256, the chance

of a repeat is given by a birthday bound:

Adv𝐺0

A ≤
𝑛2𝑠

2
|nonce | + Adv𝐺1

A1

.

Game 2. In this game, the challenger will abort if any two honest

sessions compute the same hash for different inputs of hash function

H. If this happens, it induces a reduction B1 that can break the

collision-resistance of H. If a collision occurs, B1 outputs the two
distinct input values. Thus:

Adv𝐺1

A1

≤ Adv𝐺2

A1

+AdvCOLLH,B1 .

Game 3. We now restrict A to only make a single Test query.
This reduces its advantage by at most 1/6𝑛𝑠 for the six stages,

based on a hybrid argument by Günther [50]. Any single-query

adversary A1 can emulate a multi-query adversary A by guessing

a to-be-tested session in advance. For any other Test queriesA may

submit,A1 can substitute by Reveal queries.A1 will need to know

how sessions are partnered. Early partnering is decided by public

information (sid1, sid2), but later sids are encrypted. However, A1

can just reveal the handshake traffic keys to decrypt the subsequent

information.

We get the following advantage by letting transformed adversary

A1 guess the right session and stage:

Adv𝐺2

A ≤ 6𝑛𝑠 · Adv𝐺3

A1

.

With this transformation, we can now refer to the session 𝜋 tested

at stage 𝑖 , and assume that we know the tested session 𝜋 at the

outset.

Case distinction.
We now consider three separate cases of game 3.

A. (denoted𝐺𝐴) The tested session 𝜋 has a contributive partner

in stage 1. Formally, there exists 𝜋 ′ ̸= 𝜋 where 𝜋 ′.cid1 =

𝜋.cid1.
B. (denoted 𝐺𝐵 ) The tested session 𝜋 does not have a contribu-

tive partner in stage 1, and there was no Corrupt(𝜋.pid)
query ever.

C. (denoted 𝐺𝐶 ) The tested session 𝜋 does not have a contribu-

tive partner in stage 1, and there was no Corrupt(𝜋.pid)
query before the stage 𝑖 of 𝜋 accepted.

Notice that these cases roughly correspond to the three different

forward secrecy properties (wfs1,wfs2, fs).
We will consider the advantage of the adversary separately for

these three cases:

Adv𝐺2

A1

≤ max

{
Adv𝐺𝐴

A1

,Adv𝐺𝐵

A1

,Adv𝐺𝐶

A1

}
≤ Adv𝐺𝐴

A1

+Adv𝐺𝐵

A1

+Adv𝐺𝐶

A1

Case A: Stage 1 contributive partner exists
If the tested session 𝜋 is a client (initiator) session, then 𝜋.cid1 =
𝜋.sid1, and a partner session at stage 1 also exists. Since sid1 in-
cludes both the client and server nonces 𝑟𝑐 and 𝑟𝑠 via the CH and
SH messages, and by Game 1 no honest sessions repeat nonces, the

contributive partner is unique.

If the tested session 𝜋 is a server (responder) session, then it

is possible that, while the contributive partner session at stage 1

exists, the partner session at stage 1 may not exist. However, since

cid1 includes the client nonce (which by Game 1 are unique) and

contributive partnering includes roles, there is no other honest

client session that is a contributive partner at stage 1.
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So we can talk of the tested session and its unique contributive

partner at stage 1. Let 𝜋 ′ be the unique honest contributive partner
of 𝜋 at stage 1. In the following, we let 𝜋𝑐 denote the one of {𝜋, 𝜋 ′}
which is a client (initiator) session, and we let 𝜋𝑠 denote the one

which is a server (responder) session.

Game A1 (guess contributive partner session). In this game,

the challenger tries to guess the 𝜋 ′ ̸= 𝜋 that is the honest contribu-

tive partner to 𝜋 at stage 1.

This reduces the advantage of A1 by a factor of the number of

sessions 𝑛𝑠 :

Adv𝐺𝐴

A1

≤ 𝑛𝑠 · Adv𝐺𝐴1

A1

.

From this point on, we will make a series of replacements in the

tested session 𝜋 , and its (unique) contributive partner 𝜋 ′ which we

know by game A1.

Game A2 (ephemeral KEM). In this game, in session 𝜋𝑠 , we re-

place the ephemeral secret ss𝑒 with a uniformly random s̃s𝑒 . If 𝜋𝑐
received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent, then we also replace its ss𝑒 with
the same s̃s𝑒 . All values derived from ss𝑒 in 𝜋𝑠 (and 𝜋𝑐 , if ss𝑒 was
replaced in it) use the randomized value s̃s𝑒 .

Any adversary A1 that can detect this change can be used to

construct an adversary B2 against the IND-1CCA security of KEMe
as follows.

B2 obtains the IND-1CCA challenge pk★, ct★ and challenge

shared secret ss★. In 𝜋𝑐 , it uses pk★ in the ClientHello. In 𝜋𝑠 ,
it uses ct★ in the ServerHello reply, and ss★ as 𝜋𝑠 ’s shared secret

ss𝑒 . IfA1 delivers ct★ to 𝜋𝑐 , then B2 uses ss★ as 𝜋𝑐 ’s shared secret

ss𝑒 as well. IfA1 delivers some other ct′ ̸= ct★ to 𝜋𝑐 , thenB2 makes

a single query to its IND-1CCA decapsulation oracle with ct′ to
obtain the required shared secret.

A1 eventually terminates its guess of 𝑏 = 0 or 𝑏 = 1. If ss★ was

the real shared secret, then B2 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴1 to A1; if

ss★ was a random value, then B2 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴2 to A1.

Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴1

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴2

A1

+AdvIND-1CCAKEMe,B2 .

Game A3 (randomHS). In this game, in session 𝜋𝑠 , we replace the

handshake secret HS with a uniformly random H̃S. If 𝜋𝑐 received

the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent, then we also replace its HS with the same

H̃S. All values derived from HS in 𝜋𝑠 (and 𝜋𝑐 , if HS was replaced

in it) use the randomized value H̃S.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisher B3 against the PRF security of HKDF.Extract
in its second argument as follows.

When B3 needs to compute HS in 𝜋𝑠 (or 𝜋𝑐 , if 𝜋𝑐 received the

same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent), it queries its HKDF.Extract challenge oracle
on dES and uses the response as HS. If the response was the real

output, then B3 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴2 to A1; if the response

was a random value, then B3 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴3 to A1.

Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴2

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴3

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Extract,B3 .

Game A4 (random CHTS, SHTS, dHS). In this game, in session

𝜋𝑠 , we replace the values CHTS, SHTS, and dHS with uniformly

random values. If 𝜋𝑐 received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent, then we

replace its dHS with the same replacement as in 𝜋𝑠 . Furthermore,

if 𝜋𝑐 received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent and the same ServerHello
(i.e., if 𝜋𝑐 is a partner to 𝜋𝑠 at stage 1 and 2), then we also replace

its CHTS and SHTS with the same replacements as in 𝜋𝑠 . If 𝜋𝑐
received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent but not the same ServerHello,
then we replace its CHTS and SHTS with independent uniformly

random values. All values derived from dHS in 𝜋𝑠 (and 𝜋𝑐 , if dHS

was replaced in it) use the newly randomized values.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisher B4 against the PRF security of HKDF.Expand
as follows.

When B4 needs to compute CHTS, SHTS, or dHS in 𝜋𝑠 (or 𝜋𝑐 , if

𝜋𝑐 received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent), it queries its HKDF.Expand
challenge oracle on the corresponding label and transcript, and uses

the responses. If the responses were the real output, then B4 has
exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴3 to A1; if the responses were random values,

thenB4 has exactly simulated𝐺𝐴4 toA1. Note that if 𝜋𝑐 did receive

the same ct𝑒 as was sent by 𝜋𝑠 , but other parts of the ServerHello
message were altered such that 𝜋𝑐 and 𝜋𝑠 are not partners at stage

1, the adversary may be permitted to query Reveal(𝜋𝑐 , 1); but since
the transcript in 𝜋𝑐 and 𝜋𝑠 is now different, the label input to

the HKDF.Expand oracle for CHTS and SHTS is different, so the

simulation in B4 remains good. Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴3

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴4

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B4 .

The stage-1 and stage-2 keysCHTS and SHTS are now uniformly

random strings independent of everything else in the game. Thus,

the stage-1 and stage-2 keys have been shown to havewfs1 security.

Game A5 (random AHS). In this game, in session 𝜋𝑠 , we replace

the secret AHS with a uniformly random �AHS. If 𝜋𝑐 received the

same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent, then we replace its AHS with the sample

replacement as in 𝜋𝑠 . All values derived from AHS in 𝜋𝑠 (and 𝜋𝑐 , if

AHS was replaced in it) use the randomized value �AHS.
Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisher B5 against the PRF security of HKDF.Extract
in its first argument as follows (whichwe view as “dual PRF security”

of HKDF.Extract).
When B5 needs to compute AHS in 𝜋𝑠 (or 𝜋𝑐 , if 𝜋𝑐 received the

same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent), it queries its HKDF.Extract challenge oracle
on ss𝑆 and uses the response as AHS. If the response was the real

output, then B5 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴4 to A1; if the response

was a random value, then B5 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴5 to A1.

Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴4

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴5

A1

+Advdual-PRF-secHKDF.Extract,B5 .

Game A6 (random CAHTS, SAHTS, dAHS). In this game, in ses-

sion 𝜋𝑠 , we replace the values CAHTS, SAHTS, and dAHS with

uniformly random values. If 𝜋𝑐 received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent
and is a partner to 𝜋𝑠 at stage 3 and 4), then we replace its CAHTS,

SAHTS, and dAHS with the same replacements as in 𝜋𝑠 . If 𝜋𝑐 re-

ceived the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent but is not a partner to 𝜋𝑠 at stage
3 and 4, then we replace its CAHTS, SAHTS, and dAHS with inde-

pendent uniformly random values. All values derived from dAHS

in 𝜋𝑠 (and 𝜋𝑐 , if dAHSwas replaced in it) use the newly randomized

values.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisher B6 against the PRF security of HKDF.Expand
as follows.

When B6 needs to compute CAHTS, SAHTS, or dAHS in 𝜋𝑠
(or 𝜋𝑐 , if 𝜋𝑐 received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent), it queries its
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HKDF.Expand challenge oracle on the corresponding label and

transcript, and uses the responses. If the responses were the real

output, then B6 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴5 to A1; if the responses

were random values, then B6 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴6 to A1.

Note that if 𝜋𝑐 did receive the same ct𝑒 as was sent by 𝜋𝑠 , but other
parts of the transcript were altered such that 𝜋𝑐 and 𝜋𝑠 are not

partners at stage 3 and 4, the adversary may be permitted to query

Reveal(𝜋𝑐 , 3) or Reveal(𝜋𝑐 , 4); but since the transcript in 𝜋𝑐 and 𝜋𝑠
is now different, the label input to the HKDF.Expand oracle for

CAHTS, SAHTS, and dAHS is different, so the simulation in B6
remains good. Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴5

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴6

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B6 .

The stage-3 and stage-4 keys CAHTS and SAHTS are now uni-

formly random strings independent of everything else in the game.

Thus, the stage-3 and stage-4 keys have been shown to have wfs1
security.

GameA7 (randomMS). In this game, in session 𝜋𝑠 , we replace the

master secretMS with a uniformly random M̃S. If 𝜋𝑐 is a partner of

𝜋𝑠 at stage 4, then we replace its MS with the sample replacement

as in 𝜋𝑠 . If 𝜋𝑐 is not a partner of 𝜋𝑠 at stage 4 but did receive the

same ct𝑒 as 𝜋𝑠 sent, we replace 𝜋𝑐 ’sMS with a uniformly random

value. All values derived fromMS in 𝜋𝑠 (and 𝜋𝑐 , ifMS was replaced

in it) use the randomized value M̃S.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisher B7 against the PRF security of HKDF.Extract
in its first argument as follows (whichwe view as “dual PRF security”

of HKDF.Extract).
When B7 needs to compute MS in 𝜋𝑠 (or 𝜋𝑐 , if 𝜋𝑐 received the

same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent), it queries its HKDF.Extract challenge oracle
on ∅ and uses the response as MS. If the response was the real

output, then B7 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴6 to A1; if the response

was a random value, then B7 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴7 to A1.

Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴6

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴7

A1

+Advdual-PRF-secHKDF.Extract,B7 .

Game A8 (random CATS, fk𝒄 , fk𝒔 ). In this game, in session 𝜋𝑠 ,

we replace the values CATS, fk𝑐 , and fk𝑠 with uniformly random

values. If 𝜋𝑐 is a partner of 𝜋𝑠 at stage 5, then we replace its CATS,

fk𝑐 , and fk𝑠 with the sample replacements as in 𝜋𝑠 . If 𝜋𝑐 is not a

partner of 𝜋𝑠 at stage 5 but did receive the same ct𝑒 as 𝜋𝑠 sent, we
replace 𝜋𝑐 ’s CATS, fk𝑐 , and fk𝑠 with uniformly random value.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisher B8 against the PRF security of HKDF.Expand
as follows.

When B8 needs to compute CATS, fk𝑐 , or fk𝑠 in 𝜋𝑠 (or 𝜋𝑐 , if
𝜋𝑐 received the same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent), it queries its HKDF.Expand
challenge oracle on the corresponding labels and transcripts, and

uses the responses. Note that if 𝜋𝑐 did receive the same ct𝑒 as was
sent by 𝜋𝑠 , but other parts of the transcript were altered such that 𝜋𝑐
and 𝜋𝑠 are not partners at stage 5, the adversary may be permitted

to query Reveal(𝜋𝑐 , 5); but since the transcript in 𝜋𝑐 and 𝜋𝑠 is now
different, the label input to the HKDF.Expand oracle for CATS is

different, so the simulation in B8 remains good. If the response was

the real output, then B8 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴7 to A1; if the

response was a random value, then B8 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴8

to A1. Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴7

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴8

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B8 .

The stage-5 key CATS is now a uniformly random string inde-

pendent of everything else in the game. Thus, the stage-5 key has

been shown to have wfs1 security.

Game A9 (random SATS). In this game, in session 𝜋𝑠 , we replace

the value SATS with a uniformly random value. If 𝜋𝑐 is a partner of

𝜋𝑠 at stage 6, then we replace its SATSwith the sample replacement

as in 𝜋𝑠 . If 𝜋𝑐 is not a partner of 𝜋𝑠 at stage 6 but did receive the

same ct𝑒 as 𝜋𝑠 sent, we replace 𝜋𝑐 ’s SATSwith a uniformly random

value.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisher B9 against the PRF security of HKDF.Expand
as follows.

When B9 needs to compute SATS in 𝜋𝑠 (or 𝜋𝑐 , if 𝜋𝑐 received the

same ct𝑒 that 𝜋𝑠 sent), it queries its HKDF.Expand challenge oracle

on the corresponding label and transcript, and uses the responses.

Note that if 𝜋𝑐 did receive the same ct𝑒 as was sent by 𝜋𝑠 , but

other parts of the transcript were altered such that 𝜋𝑐 and 𝜋𝑠 are

not partners at stage 6, the adversary may be permitted to query

Reveal(𝜋𝑐 , 5); but since the transcript in 𝜋𝑐 and 𝜋𝑠 is now different,

the label input to the HKDF.Expand oracle for SATS is different, so

the simulation in B9 remains good. If the response was the real

output, then B9 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴8 to A1; if the response

was a random value, then B9 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐴9 to A1.

Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐴8

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐴9

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B9 .

The stage-6 key SATS is now a uniformly random string inde-

pendent of everything else in the game. Thus, the stage-6 key has

been shown to have wfs1 security.

Analysis of game A9. In game A9, all stage keys in the tested

session are uniformly random and independent of all messages

in the game, so the hidden bit 𝑏 used in the tested session is now

independent all information sent to the adversary. Thus Adv𝐺𝐴9

A1

= 0.

This concludes case A, yielding:

Adv𝐺𝐴

A1

≤ 𝑛𝑠

©«

AdvIND-1CCAKEMe,B2 +AdvPRF-secHKDF.Extract,B3
+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B4 +Adv

dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B5

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B6 +Adv
dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B7

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B8 +Adv
PRF-sec
HKDF.Expand,B9
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Case B: No contributive partner, peer never
corrupted
Since in this case the tested session 𝜋 does not have a contributive

partner in stage 1 (and hence in any stage), stages aiming for wfs1
are outside the scope of this case, so we can assume that the tested

session 𝜋 is a client session.

Game B1 (guess peer). In this game, we guess the identity𝑉 of the

intended peer of the test session, and abort if the guess is incorrect

(i.e., if 𝑉 ̸= 𝜋.pid). This reduces the advantage of A1 by a factor of

the number of users 𝑛𝑢 :

Adv𝐺𝐵

A1

≤ 𝑛𝑢 · Adv𝐺𝐵1

A1

.
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Game B2 (long-term KEM). In this game, in session 𝜋 we replace

the static shared secret ss𝑆 with a uniformly random s̃s𝑆 . Addition-
ally, in any sessions 𝜋 ′ of 𝑉 which received the same ct𝑆 that was

sent in 𝜋 , we replace the static shared secret ss𝑆 with the same s̃s𝑆 .
All values derived from ss𝑆 in 𝜋 use the randomized value s̃s𝑆 .

Any adversary A1 that can detect this change can be used to

construct an adversary B10 against the IND-CCA security of KEMs
as follows.

B10 obtains the IND-CCA challenge pk★, ct★, and challenge

shared secret ss★. It uses pk★ as the long-term public key of 𝑉 .

In the tested session 𝜋 , B10 uses ct★ as 𝜋 ’s encapsulation ct𝑆 in

message CKC, and uses ss★ as ss𝑆 . In any session of𝑉 , if the cipher-

text ct𝑆 received in the CKCmessage is not ct★, then B10 queries its
IND-CCA decapsulation oracle, and uses the response as ss𝑆 ; if the
received ciphertext ct𝑆 = ct★, B10 uses ss★ as ss𝑆 . By the assump-

tions of Case B, there is never a Corrupt(𝑉 ) query that needs to be

answered. A1 terminates and outputs its guess of 𝑏 = 1 or 𝑏 = 1. If

ss★ was the real shared secret, then B10 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵1
to A1; if ss★ was a random value, then B10 has exactly simulated

𝐺𝐵2 to A1. Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐵1

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐵2

A1

+AdvIND-CCAKEMe,B10 .

Game B3 (random AHS). In this game, in session 𝜋 , we replace

the secret AHS with a uniformly random �AHS. Additionally, in any

sessions 𝜋 ′ of𝑉 which received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in 𝜋 , we

replace AHS with random values, maintaining consistency among

any sessions of𝑉 that use the same ct𝑆 and the same dHS. All values

derived from AHS in these sessions use the newly randomized

values.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisherB11 against the PRF security ofHKDF.Extract
in its second argument as follows.

When B11 needs to compute AHS in 𝜋 or in any of the sessions

of 𝑉 that received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in 𝜋 , it queries its

HKDF.Extract challenge oracle on that session’s dHS and uses the

response AHS. If the HKDF.Expand challenge oracle was returning

real outputs, then B11 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵2 to A1; if it was

returning random values, then B11 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵3 to

A1. Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐵2

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐵3

A1

+Advdual-PRF-secHKDF.Extract,B11 .

Game B4 (random CAHTS, SAHTS, dAHS). In this game, in ses-

sion 𝜋 , we replace the values CAHTS, SAHTS, and dAHS with

uniformly random values. Additionally, in any sessions 𝜋 ′ of 𝑉
which received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in 𝜋 , we replace CAHTS,

SAHTS, and dAHS with independent uniformly random values. All

values derived from dAHS in these sessions use the newly random-

ized values.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisherB12 against the PRF security ofHKDF.Expand
as follows.

WhenB12 needs to computeCAHTS, SAHTS, or dAHS in 𝜋 or in

any of the sessions of𝑉 that received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in 𝜋 ,
it queries its HKDF.Expand challenge oracle on the corresponding

labels and transcripts, and uses the responses. If the responses were

the real output, then B12 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵3 to A1; if the

responses were random values, then B12 has exactly simulated𝐺𝐵4
to A1. Note in particular that while there may be Reveal queries
to CAHTS or SAHTS values in sessions at 𝑉 that used the same

ct𝑆 as in 𝜋 , previous game 𝐺1 ensures that other sessions at 𝑉 use

different nonces 𝑟𝑠 , and thus have different transcripts (and game

𝐺2 ensures distinct transcripts give distinct transcript hashes), so

our simulation remains valid even in the face of Reveal queries to
sessions of 𝑉 . Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐵3

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐵4

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B12 .

The stage 3 and 4 keys CAHTS and SAHTS in 𝜋 are now uni-

formly random strings independent of everything else in the game.

Thus, the stage 3 and 4 keys have been shown to havewfs2 security.

Game B5 (randomMS). In this game, in session 𝜋 , we replace the

master secret MS with a uniformly random M̃S. Additionally, in

any sessions 𝜋 ′ of 𝑉 which received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in

𝜋 , we replaceMSwith an independent uniformly random value. All

values derived fromMS in these sessions use the newly randomized

values.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisherB13 against the PRF security ofHKDF.Extract
in its first argument as follows (whichwe view as “dual PRF security”

of HKDF.Extract).
When B13 needs to computeMS in 𝜋 or in any of the sessions

of 𝑉 which received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in 𝜋 , it queries its

HKDF.Extract challenge oracle on ∅ and uses the response asMS. If

the HKDF.Extract challenge oracle was returning real values, then

B13 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵4 to A1; if it was returning random

values, then B13 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵5 to A1. Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐵4

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐵5

A1

+Advdual-PRF-secHKDF.Extract,B13 .

Game B6 (random CATS, fk𝒄 , fk𝒔 ). In this game, in session 𝜋 , we

replace the value CATS, fk𝑐 , and fk𝑠 with uniformly random values.

Additionally, in any sessions 𝜋 ′ of 𝑉 which received the same ct𝑆
that was sent in 𝜋 , we replace CATS, fk𝑐 , and fk𝑠 with independent

uniformly random values.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisherB14 against the PRF security ofHKDF.Expand
as follows.

When B14 needs to compute CATS, fk𝑐 , or fk𝑠 in 𝜋 or in any of

the sessions of 𝐵 that received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in 𝜋 , it

queries its HKDF.Expand challenge oracle on the corresponding

label and transcript, and uses the response. If the responses were

the real output, then B14 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵5 to A1; if the

response were random values, then B14 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵6
to A1. Note in particular that while there may be Reveal queries
to CATS values in sessions at 𝑉 that used the same ct𝑆 as in 𝜋 ,

previous game 𝐺1 ensures that other sessions at 𝑉 use different

nonces 𝑟𝑠 , and thus have different transcripts (and game𝐺2 ensures

distinct transcripts give distinct transcript hashes), so our simula-

tion remains valid even in the face of Reveal queries to sessions of

𝑉 . Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐵5

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐵6

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B14 .
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The stage 5 key CATS in 𝜋 is now a uniformly random string

independent of everything else in the game. Thus, the stage 5 key

has been shown to have wfs2 security.

Game B7 (random SATS). In this game, in session 𝜋 , we replace

the value SATS with a uniformly random value. Additionally, in

any sessions 𝜋 ′ of 𝑉 which received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in

𝜋 , we replace SATS with an independent uniformly random value.

Any adversaryA1 that can detect this change can be used to con-

struct a distinguisherB15 against the PRF security ofHKDF.Expand
as follows.

When B15 needs to compute SATS in 𝜋 or in any of the sessions

of 𝐵 that received the same ct𝑆 that was sent in 𝜋 , it queries its

HKDF.Expand challenge oracle on the corresponding label and

transcript, and uses the response. If the responses were the real

output, then B15 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵6 to A1; if the response

were random values, then B15 has exactly simulated 𝐺𝐵7 to A1.

Note in particular that while there may be Reveal queries to SATS

values in sessions at𝑉 that used the same ct𝑆 as in 𝜋 , previous game

𝐺1 ensures that other sessions at𝑉 use different nonces 𝑟𝑠 , and thus

have different transcripts (and game𝐺2 ensures distinct transcripts

give distinct transcript hashes), so our simulation remains valid

even in the face of Reveal queries to sessions of 𝑉 . Thus:

Adv𝐺𝐵6

A1

≤ Adv𝐺𝐵7

A1

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B15 .

The stage 6 key SATS in 𝜋 is now a uniformly random string

independent of everything else in the game. Thus, the stage 6 key

has been shown to have wfs2 security.

Analysis of game B7. In game B7, all stage keys in the tested

session are uniformly random and independent of all messages

in the game, so the hidden bit 𝑏 used in the tested session is now

independent all information sent to the adversary. Thus Adv𝐺𝐵7

A1

= 0.

This concludes case B, yielding:

Adv𝐺𝐵

A1

≤ 𝑛𝑢
©«

AdvIND-CCAKEMs,B10 +Adv
dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B11

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B12 +Adv
dual-PRF-sec
HKDF.Extract,B13

+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B14 +Adv
PRF-sec
HKDF.Expand,B15
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Case C: No contributive partner, peer not
corrupted before acceptance
Case C differs from Case B when the intended peer 𝑉 of the tested

session 𝜋 was corrupted after the tested session accepted.

As in case B, stages aiming for wfs1 are outside the scope of this
case, so we can assume the tested session is a client session.

In this case we will start by repeating the same sequence of

games as in case B. However, the replacement of the static KEM

in the reduction B10 for game B2 is problematic, as in case C the

adversary may make a Corrupt(𝑉 ) query after the target session

accepts, but our reduction B10 will be unable to answer that query

consistently.

We will show that, under the additional assumption that the

MAC used for the ServerFinished message is secure, there are in

fact no sessions that accept under the conditions of case C. In other

words, no client session can be made to maliciously accept at stage

6. Consequently, if a client session has accepted in stage 6, then in

fact the session has a partner at stage 6, and thus at all previous

stages. From this we can make two conclusions. First, once stage 6

accepts, all stages are retroactively authenticated. Moreover, by the

argumentation in case A, all its stage keys are indistinguishable to

an adversary (even an adversary who corrupts any long-term key).

This yields the retroactive fs security of all stage keys.

Our task then in case C is to bound the probability of a malicious

acceptance in stage 6 of the tested session.

GameC1 (guess peer). This game is identical to game B1, in which

the identity of the intended peer of the tested session is guessed.

Thus,

Adv𝐺𝐶

A1

≤ 𝑛𝑢 · Adv𝐺𝐶1

A1

.

Let bad mark the event that C1 accepts in stage 6 of the (fresh)

tested client session without a partner session at stage 6.

Game C2 (identical-until-bad). This game is identical to game

C1, with the additional condition that the game aborts if bad occurs.

Games C1 and C2 are identical-until-bad [7]. Thus,

|Pr [𝐺𝐶1 ⇒ 1] − Pr [𝐺𝐶2 ⇒ 1] | ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶2 reaches bad] .
Trivially,

Adv𝐺𝐶2

A1

= 0.

Our goal for the rest of this case is to bound Pr [𝐺𝐶2 reaches bad].
Games C3 through C8 are the same as games B2 through B7 in

case B, with the additional condition that the game aborts if bad
occurs.

Game C3 (long-term KEM). This game is identical to game B2,

in which the static shared secret ss𝑆 is replaced with a uniformly

random value, with the additional condition that the game aborts if

bad occurs. Using the same reduction B10 as for game B2 but with

the reduction aborting if bad occurs, we have

Pr [𝐺𝐶3 reaches bad] ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶3 reaches bad] + AdvIND-CCAKEMe,B10
Note that this avoids the problem mentioned at the start of the case

regarding the reduction needing to simulate answers to Corrupt(𝑉 ),
since any such queries would happen after bad occurs.

Game C4 (random AHS). This game is identical to game B3, in

which the secret AHS is replaced with a uniformly random value,

with the additional condition that the game aborts if bad occurs.

Using the same reductionB11 as for game B3 but with the reduction

aborting if bad occurs, we have

Pr [𝐺𝐶4 reaches bad] ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶4 reaches bad]+Advdual-PRF-secHKDF.Extract,B11

Game C5 (random CAHTS, SAHTS, dAHS). This game is identi-

cal to game B4, in which CAHTS, SAHTS, and dAHS are replaced

with uniformly random values, with the additional condition that

the game aborts if bad occurs. Using the same reduction B12 as for
game B4 but with the reduction aborting if bad occurs, we have

Pr [𝐺𝐶5 reaches bad] ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶5 reaches bad]+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B12

Game C6 (random MS). This game is identical to game B5, in

which the master secretMS is replaced with a uniformly random

value, with the additional condition that the game aborts if bad
occurs. Using the same reduction B13 as for game B5 but with the

reduction aborting if bad occurs, we have

Pr [𝐺𝐶6 reaches bad] ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶6 reaches bad]+Advdual-PRF-secHKDF.Extract,B13
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Game C7 (random CATS, fk𝒄 , fk𝒔 ). This game is identical to

game B6, in which CATS, fk𝑐 , and fk𝑠 are replaced with uniformly

random values, with the additional condition that the game aborts

if bad occurs. Using the same reduction B14 as for game B6 but

with the reduction aborting if bad occurs, we have

Pr [𝐺𝐶7 reaches bad] ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶7 reaches bad]+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B14

Game C8 (random SATS). This game is identical to game B7, in

which SATS is replaced with a uniformly random value, with the

additional condition that the game aborts if bad occurs. Using the

same reduction B15 as for game B7 but with the reduction aborting

if bad occurs, we have

Pr [𝐺𝐶8 reaches bad] ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶8 reaches bad]+AdvPRF-secHKDF.Expand,B15

Game C9 (HMAC forgery). In this game, in session 𝜋 , we reject

upon receiving the ServerFinished message.

Any adversary that behaves differently in game C9 compared

to game C8 can be used to construct an HMAC forger B16. In
particular, notice that games C9 and C8 only behave differently if

the SF the client received should have been accepted as a valid MAC

tag, but was in fact rejected. Since no partner session to 𝜋 at stage

6 exists, no honest server session has the same session identifier

as 𝜋 at stage 6, and thus also not the same transcript. So no honest

server session ever created a MAC tag for the transcript that the

client verified. The client, therefore received a forgery. Thus,

Pr [𝐺𝐶9 reaches bad] ≤ Pr [𝐺𝐶9 reaches bad] + AdvEUF-CMA
HMAC,B16

Analysis of game C9. Since game C9 rejects all SF messages, it

never reaches the bad event. Thus:

Pr [𝐺𝐶9 reaches bad] = 0

This concludes case C, yielding:

Adv𝐺𝐶

A1

≤ 𝑛𝑢
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Combining the bounds in cases A, B, and C yields the theorem.

□

C CLIENT-AUTHENTICATION IN KEMTLS
Although perhaps not used much for web browsing, client authen-

tication is an important optional feature of the TLS handshake. In

TLS 1.3 a server can send the client a CertificateRequest mes-

sage. The client replies with its certificate in a ClientCertificate
message and a ClientCertificateVerify message containing a

signature. This allows mutual authentication.

In this section, we show how to extend KEMTLS to provide client
authentication. Fig. 7 adds a client authentication message flow to

KEMTLS.
Recall that we assume that the client does not have the server’s

certificate when initiating the handshake, and similarly the server

does not have the client’s certificate in advance. There may be more

efficient message flows possible if this is the case, which we leave

as future work.

Client Server

TCP SYN

TCP SYN-ACK

(pk𝑒 , sk𝑒 )←KEMe.Keygen()

ClientHello: pk𝑒 , 𝑟𝑐 ←$ {0, 1}256, supported algs.

ES←HKDF.Extract(0, 0)
dES←HKDF.Extract(ES, "derived", ∅)

(ss𝑒 , ct𝑒 )←KEMe.Encapsulate(pk𝑒 )

ServerHello: ct𝑒 , 𝑟𝑠 ←$ {0, 1}256, selected algs.

ss𝑒←KEMe.Decapsulate(ct𝑒 , sk𝑒 )

HS←HKDF.Extract(dES, ss𝑒 )
accept CHTS←HKDF.Expand(HS, "c hs tr", CH..SH)

stage 1

accept SHTS←HKDF.Expand(HS, "s hs tr", CH..SH)
stage 2

dHS←HKDF.Expand(HS, "derived", ∅)
{EncryptedExtensions}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒2

{ServerCertificate}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒2 : cert[pk𝑆 ], int. CA cert.

{CertificateRequest}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒2

(ss𝑆 , ct𝑆 )←KEMs.Encapsulate(pk𝑆 )
{ClientKemCiphertext}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒1 : ct𝑆

ss𝑆←KEMs.Decapsulate(ct𝑆 , sk𝑆 )

AHS←HKDF.Extract(dHS, ss𝑆 )
accept CAHTS←HKDF.Expand(AHS, "c ahs tr", CH..CKC)

stage 3

accept SAHTS←HKDF.Expand(AHS, "s ahs tr", CH..CKC)
stage 4

dAHS←HKDF.Expand(AHS, "derived", CH..CKC)

{ClientCertificate}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒3 : cert[pk𝐶 ], int. CA cert.

(ss𝐶 , ct𝐶 )←KEMc.Encapsulate(pk𝐶 )
{ServerKemCiphertext}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒4 : ct𝐶

ss𝐶←KEMc.Decapsulate(ct𝐶 , sk𝐶 )

MS←HKDF.Extract(dAHS, ss𝐶 )
fk𝑐←HKDF.Expand(MS, "c finished", ∅)
fk𝑠←HKDF.Expand(MS, "s finished", ∅)

{ClientFinished}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒3 : CF←HMAC(fk𝑐 , CH..SKC)

abort if CF ̸= HMAC(fk𝑐 , CH..SKC)

accept CATS←HKDF.Expand(MS, "c ap tr", CH..CF)
stage 5

record layer, AEAD-encrypted with key derived from CATS

{ServerFinished}𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒4 : SF←HMAC(fk𝑠 , CH..CF)

abort if SF ̸= HMAC(fk𝑠 , CH..CF)

accept SATS←HKDF.Expand(MS, "s ap tr", CH..SF)
stage 6

record layer, AEAD-encrypted with key derived from SATS
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Figure 7: The KEMTLS handshake with client authentication

C.1 Extending KEMTLS with client
authentication

We permit the client and server to use different KEM algorithms

(KEMc and KEMs, respectively) as that may be desirable for func-

tionality or efficiency purposes.

In TLS 1.3, a server is only allowed to send a CertificateRequest
message if it has been authenticated with a certificate [93, Sec. 4.3.2].

This restriction ensures that the certificate containing the identity

of the client is only revealed to the intended server. Transferring
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this property to KEMTLS requires a careful modification of the key

schedule. In the KEMTLS key schedule, we derive the CAHTS and

SAHTS “authenticated” handshake traffic secrets from the shared

secret ss𝑆 encapsulated against the public key in the server’s cer-

tificate. This allows the client to encrypt its certificate such that it

can only be decrypted by someone holding the server certificate’s

private key.

After that, the server encapsulates against the public key con-

tained in the client certificate to compute another shared secret

ss𝐶 . We mix this shared secret ss𝐶 into the derivation ofMS (in a

straightforward extension of the key schedule of KEMTLS). Mixing

together ss𝐶 and ss𝑆 ensures that all application traffic encrypted

under keys derived fromMS (stage 5 and 6) will only be legible to

the authenticated server and client; the ephemeral shared secret

ss𝑒 further provides forward secrecy. Additionally, by sending the

ClientFinished message containing a MAC under a key derived

from MS, the client explicitly authenticates itself to the server at

stage 5.

Security properties ofKEMTLSwith client authentication. For
KEMTLS with client authentication, the properties of each stage

key in a client instance are the same as in KEMTLS. The properties
of each stage key in a server instance are as follows:

• Stages 1 and 2:wfs1 fromwhen they are accepted, retroactive

fs once stage 5 has accepted. No authentication at the time

of acceptance, retroactive explicit authentication once stage

5 has accepted. For internal use.

• Stages 3 and 4:wfs2 fromwhen they are accepted, retroactive

fs once stage 5 has accepted. Implicit authentication at the

time of acceptance, retroactive explicit authentication once

stage 5 has accepted. For internal use..

• Stage 5 and 6: fs and explicit authentication from the time

of acceptance; for external use.

Proving this would follow the same approach as game B2, using

the IND-CCA property of KEMc. If the KEM is appropriately secure,

only the intended client should be able to decapsulate and recover

ss𝐶 . Thus, ss𝐶 and theMS value and other keys derived from it, are

implicitly authenticated keys that the adversary should not be able

to compute.

C.2 Alternative protocol flows
The extension sketched in this section introduces an extra round-

trip. This is a consequence of staying close to the existing key

schedule for KEMTLS.
Allowing ServerFinished to be transmitted immediately after

ServerKemCiphertext and deriving SATS then would allow the

server to initiate transmitting data sooner. This would reduce the

overhead to an extra half round-trip, but rely on implicit authenti-

cation. This change however greatly complicates the key schedule,

as ServerFinished would no longer be sent last.

We might also allow the client to send ClientFinished im-

mediately after ClientCertificate. The client would then derive

CATSwithout mixing in ss𝐶 . This would not introduce extra round-
trips before the client can send data, but the data that the client

sent can then not be straightforwardly authenticated.

D XMSS AT NIST SECURITY LEVEL 1
The security of XMSS parameter sets specified in [56] reach NIST

security level 5 (equivalent to AES-256) and above. This high level

of security has only a very minor impact on computational perfor-

mance, but it does have a significant impact on signature size. The

draft of the NIST standard also considers parameter sets targeting

security level 3 (equivalent to AES-192); the simple modification

is to truncate all hashes to 192 bits. The extension to a parameter

set targeting NIST level 1 is straight-forward: hashes are simply

truncated to 128 bits; we obtain this by using SHAKE-128 [83] with

128 bits of output.

We define XMSS
MT

s
as an instantiation of XMSS

MT
using two

trees of height 12 each, i.e., a total tree height of 24, which limits

the maximum number of signatures per public key to 2
24 ≈ 16.7M.

Increasing this maximum number of signatures to, for example,

2
30 ≈ 1 billion increases signature size by only 96 bytes and has

negligible impact on verification speed. It does have an impact on

key-generation speed and signing latency, but as mentioned in

Section 6.3, latency of signing is not very relevant when used by

certificate authorities as in our paper.

Multi-tree XMSS is particularly well-suited for efficient batch

signing. The idea is to compute one whole tree (of height ℎ/𝑑) on

the lowest level and use it on-the-fly to sign 2
ℎ/𝑑

messages. The

computational effort per signature is then essentially reduced to

one WOTS
+
key-pair generation.

We set the Winternitz parameter in XMSS
MT

s
to 𝑤 = 256 to op-

timize for signature size. Changing to the more common 𝑤 = 16

would increase signature size by about a factor of 2 and speed up

verification by about a factor of 8.

E NOTES ON INTERACTIONS WITH TCP
The TLS protocol is layered on top of the TCP transport layer

protocol. This means that optimizations and settings that apply

to TCP have an effect on the measured behavior. We do not mean

to give an exhaustive analysis of these and their interplay with

KEMTLS. However, we did see some behavior that will be relevant

to anyone trying to reproduce our results in new implementations.

Nagle’s algorithm [23, 82] is a congestion-control algorithm that

is enabled by default on most systems. It attempts to solve the

problem of large streams of TCP packets being sent out, where

each packet is very small. It does this by waiting to send undersized

TCP packets, where the size is less than the maximum segment

size, until all the sent-out data has been acknowledged. Disabling

Nagle’s algorithm, for example by setting the TCP_NODELAY flag on

a socket, will mean TCP packets get sent out immediately as TLS

messages are written to the socket.

However, this leads to a second interaction with the TCP slow

start congestion-control algorithm [18, 23]. This algorithm speci-

fies an initial congestion window size (initcwnd). This is the num-

ber of packets that can be sent out before receiving an acknowl-

edgement. As more acknowledgements get received, the window

increases, but this is not very relevant during the short lifetime

of the TLS and KEMTLS handshakes. The default window size

is set to 10 on current Linux kernels. This is large enough for

most of our algorithm choices to complete the handshake before

running into the maximum window size. However, this is only
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true if they only send out (roughly) one TCP packet per message

“flow”, sending messages that follow each other at the same time.

As an example of this, ServerHello, EncryptedExtensions and

ServerCertificate can be sent in the same TCP packet, size of

the certificate permitting. Disabling Nagle’s algorithm would, for

naive implementations, lead to all of the handshake messages being

sent separately. This quickly runs into the slow start algorithm,

which introduces full round-trip delays.

We have found that these effects do not always show up. It seems

implementation strategies, such as asynchronous I/O or synchro-

nous I/O, can also have a great effect on exactly how the messages

are picked up. However, we suggest implementors to consider using

vectored I/O, such as the writev system call. These allow to write

multiple TLS messages to the socket at the same time, allowing

them to be sent in the same TCP packet. Alternatively, consider

explicitly controlling when the socket submits packets to the net-

work, for example by using the TCP_CORK mechanism in the Linux

kernel [78].

During our experiments, we saw such interactions only with the

Kyber and Dilithium KEMTLS instantiation where we included the

intermediate CA certificate in the chain. We do not have a clear

understanding of why exactly this occurred. We were able to patch

our Rustls implementation to use vectored I/O to write to the TCP

socket.
8
This appears to have solved the problems and we saw the

expected performance without having to turn off Nagle’s algorithm

or modifying initcwnd.
8
Themaintainers of Rustls independently also applied this optimization and it appeared

in Rustls 0.18.0.
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